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WOMAN PROUD OF HOLLAND’S TULIPS

Widening Of

News Items Taken From the

Files of
Holland City News Sixty, Fifty, Forty,

May Retire Soon
IS

1939

8,

Old Lighthouse During The ’80s

House Keeper

Thirty,

REMINDER OF OLD LIGHT-

HOUSE WITH CATWALK;
LIGHT TENDED BY VAN
REGENMORTER

*

Twelfth St.

Twenty and Ten Years
Ago Today
"yig"* » » ^

SIXTY YEARS AGO

TODAY

Honand Since 1872

Reconsidered
SOMB OBJECtTfeAH TREK8
WILL BE INJURED

THIRTY YEARS AGO TODAY

• • •
• * •
1/ Street fa wSSl, It Appear.
ruling of the U. S.
It Should Rxtend to River Avenue
The steamer Alpena of the Good- \ Cliff Thompson was fined $5 by
Government,which may retire J.
rich line ran into the sailing vessel Justice Fred T. Miles for exceedCommon council, in their regular
Boshka, who has been tending Holing
the
speed
limit.
He,
it
is
said,
J. O. Moss with Capt. Robert Robmeeting last Weneeday night in
, land’s harbor light at Macatawa
going a 40-mile clip on River
the city hall, received a petition
\ inson in charge. The schooner was
Park for 27 years, brings to mind
limped into Chicago harbor the fol- It. but he pleaded guilty to only 35
from the residenta along the west
when Holland didn't have nearly
lowing day in very dilapidatedcon- miles an hour. Note: Today traffic
end of the block on 12th St. between
the pretentiouslighthouseand beadition. Note: The Alpena is the cops swing their arms to hurry
Pine and Maple Avenuee, requestcon lights and convergingpiers
fnvers
on
to
prevent
traffic
conMrs. Sadie Palmer, wno has them in blossom in Otsego Just be- ing that the proposed street widensame side-wheel steamer wrecked
and as good a harbor as we have
a few years later with all on board festion. Thirty-fivemiles is only been living in Otsego for several fore Holland had its Tulip Festival. ing project in that block be cancelltoday.
perishing.Holland was closely reeping compared with 1939 years, was in Holland during the
These first tulip bulbs brought ed. No reason for the request was
Holland’s first light-keeper was
. River street (now avenue) Tulip Festival, and she also has a severalbulblets, which Mrs. Palmer given in the petition,but it was
identifiedwith this wreck, since
M. Van Repenmorter,who tended
years ago had
speed Tulip Festival in her own little gar- planted in a round bed. When they
most of the wreckage came ashore
suggasted by Aid. Ketel, who had
the light when oil was still used.
it of 10 miles an hour, den in that Allegan county town.
north of Holland harbor on what
were in bloom, there were six pure Inspected the block, that many of '-a
t enough to stall a car. Today
That was even before our coastwas later called Alpena Beach, now
The picture shown is a tulip from white, three yellow, five rose-pink, the owners do not wish to injure is 15 miles, and how many hold a bulb purchased from George and two purple. They were origiguard station was inaugurated 65
the trees that stand vary dose to
The
above picture shows the old ed by his sons, never failed to Lakewood Farm. Many of the ler down to that speed?
years ago. Mr. Van Regenmorter
relics are now in the local museum
Getz, who gave her one dozen nice nally red. How these coldrs were curb in the block.
» • •
was a short, small man with a mus- lighthouse in existence when M. “Let the lower lights be burning.’’ in the Masonic temple on 10th st.
tulip bulbs for 50 cents. That was distributedand changed, Mrs. Pal
Sears McLean, whose father* is 24 yean ago. These bulbs have been mer fails to tell, although she said
tache, and a Hollander. He was a Van Regenmorter,the first light
It is evident from this picture
lead of the Holland-St.Louis Sugar nrowing beautifulflowers ever there was a large lilac bush partly
congenial, lovable man. He raised keeper, was tending the harbor
FIFTY YEARS AGO TODAY
that perch fishingwas as popular
/O., has returned from University
a large family at Macatawa Park,
• • •
since. Four years ago, Mrs. Palmer hanging over the tulip bed, and
light. At that time the keeper had then as it is today, only today we
»f Michigan and will be employed
and lived there long before it was
started
to take up these bulbs, and the ‘‘seven-sister rose bush,” which that block, and also to aid the trefThe
fine
weather
in
March
and
to get to his light over a bridge ex- have more piers to fish from. Now
the St. Louis, Mich., beet factory
called by that name. In the early
through pollination might have fle situation to the winter time
tending from the shore on top of we have a. better light, beacons April is being paid for by Nature or the summer, returning to Ann had to go down two and a half feet
days It was called MDe Mond,” in
in order to get at them. She thought painted new colors in the tulips when the street is even more w-,
the pier to the door of the Tamp on the end of the pier, a fog horn, with severe frost the last week in irbor in the fall.
other words, “the mouth” of the
she had them all, but two years that came up later.
stricted by the pretence of
room. Often the heavy spray of and all those improvement that May. We have had three nights of \
harbor.
• • •
She said the “seven-sisterrose banks on either aide of the narlater two shoots came up in a
continued
frost
which
has
done
the waves would even sweep over aid mariners in making their way,
Two
handsome,
dark-eyed
gypsy
The children of Mr. Van dtegen“seven-sisterrose bush,” finding its bush” was purchased in Holland for row street He suggested that the ,
much damage to early com, strawmorter are looked upon as the pi- this bridge or catwalk, but the dap- especiallyduring stormy weather berries, grapes and garden vege- women, who started to make the way through the labyrinthof stems 10 cents. It has no thorns and is in- street could easily be widened four
per Mr. Van Regenmorter,assist- over the waters of Lake Mchigan.
rounds
of
the
city
telling
fortunes,
oneers at Macatawa.The sons were
of the rose arbor, which would indi- termingled with a rambler.
tables. In many instances it apfeet on either side up to the home
Were arrested by Patrolman Coramong the, first in the life-saving
Mrs. Palmer is well known in of Tom Marsilje,and that the wid- ;
pears like a total failure. Grass nelius Steketee and arraigned be- cate that some were down even
crew. The daughter was postmishas also been damaged by the fore Justice Gerrit Kooyers. He deeper than two and a half feet. Holland, is a second daughter of ening should be two feet on either
AAAAAAAAAAAIA^AAAAAAAAAA
tress for years. Most of the family
heavy frost. Note: Remember, set- ordered them out of town. An It would seem that 24 years the late Melvin Fuller, wno lived side from that point
tended the postoffice at Macatawa. FORMER HOLLAND TEACHER
hadn’t even deteriorated these near the Pine Creek school. She
backs were not all in this depresMr. Krt.1
Iw felt
entire camp, of which these were
They have held positions of trust
bulbs. Last year the stems mea- married William Douglas Palmer, signers would not object to a widsion period. No one knows this
APPOINTED
AS
DEAN
OF
two, silently folded their tents and
irt the townshipin which Macatasured 33 inches, and the tulips were who passed away of heart trouble ening of two feet 'Mayor Geerbetter than does the writer, whe
CALVIN
quietly stole away to parts unwa Park is located.Coming back
as he was walking home from his lings felt that the wishes of the
as large as teacups.
has glanced at these files for years known.
to the postoffice, William was the
The bloom seen here is\one of work just a few weeks ago.
almost dailv. Columns are filled
propertyholders should be giVen
•
•
•
The board of trustees of Calvin
first postmaster the Park had, John
with setbacks like these and talk
earnest consideration and especWilliam J. Damson, a Holland
was the second one, and sister Mary College Tuesday appointed Mrs. a suggestioiTwould BE TO about crops! Potatoes so many they
ially the trees should not bo forwas the third, and Leonard was Grace Pels, well known in this OPEN LITTLE NETHERLANDS sold for 10 cents a bushel and then boy, has reached the Philippine HARBOR MASTER’S POSITION 4A4AAAAAA14AAAAAAAAAAAAAgotten.
Islands
on
his
tour
arouna
the
citv,
as
Dean
of
Women
at
Calvin
the fourth, to remain on the job for
DURING C. E. CONVENTION, again at $2 a bushel, but low or world upon which he started two
It was then moved by Aid. VanBEING CONSIDERED
24 years. Others of the Van Reg- College to succeed Miss Johanna
JUNE 22 TO 25
high, frost o{ drought, folks seemden Berg that the matter be given
years ago. Mr. Damson states that
enmorter family identified with the Timmer, Dean of Calvin women for
ed to help themselves and got by he occupies the position of superto the committee on streets and
About a month ago. Henry VanPark were Lena and Arthur. The a number of years.
Meeting Today, Friday, to Decide the difficult places, stronger for vising teacher of the Cagayan
Aid. Oudemool was the only crosswalks with the power to act
der
Schel
was
appointed
by
the
Mrs.
Pels
is
the
sister
of
Rev.
L.
oldest son was Peter, and he was
having done so.
Dates, Policies, and Other
province of the island, embracinga common council as harbor master, member who did not answer the The motion was passed unanimous- 1
in the regular army and also a Van Laar, pastor of the Prospect
Important Matters
territory of 300 miles, which is but there was no stipulatedsalary roll call that opened the regular ly.
Veteran of the Spanish-AmericanPark ChristiauReformedchurcn of
Four students of Hope college covered by horses,row boats, carts
meeting of common opuncll last
Since this matter Is coming up,
connected with the office.For more
war. Sister Helen was in the regu- this citv. She was principalof the
The Tulip
committee, and three young ladies went ___ and carabou outfits. Mr. Damson
Wednesday night. He was unavoid- it seems it would be well to revive |
than 50 years, Captain Austin Harlar army nursing corps. The chil- local Christian primary school for
which last year was made a special ing last Saturday morning— did not has already traveled over Japan,
ably absent.
‘he wldenln, of Twelfth Street f
rington was harbor master; howdren were all born in a large white one year, and for two years was
organization for the purpose of know anything about a boat. Fair China, Australia and expects to go
* » »
between Pine and River Avennea. r!
ever, no provision was made for a
house where the keeper lives, to on the faculty of the local senior handling Tulip Festival matters weather prevailed for some time
to India where his sister, Mrs. John
Building permits amounting to Rome action was taken on that
pay.
the west of the coastguafi)station. Christianhigh school. While at the
only, are to meet in Warm Friend and in * five hours with a good Banninga,missionary, is located.
$9,170 were approved on the mo- block, according to former alder- '
So it goes to show to what promin- local high frfchool she was also
Tavern today, Friday, to decide breeze arrived at the park — started Note: Mr. Damson has long since The common council through tion of Aid. Prins. It was reported man Ed Brouwer, who lives In that '
ence a family can be and how they sponsor of the Senior and Junior
many things. At that time the loca- home all right, terrific storm arose passed away. He was a Spanish- William C. Vandenberg brought up by the clerk that the Neitring Co., block near River Ave* According to J
can apply themselves,although Girls’ Social clubs of the schools.
tion of the tulip lanes will be gone — obliged to beach the boat near American War veteran and a this matter of a harbor master
that hsd formerly placed an appli- the prooosil, the street wa. to be
Mrs. Pels recentlydid missionary
their limitation was that small
into, the date for the festival of Point Superior^-lunch basket lost brother to Herman Damson of Hol- and stated that if a harbor mas- cation for the building of a non- widened there four feet on a side.
peninsula at Holland harbor, call- work in China, but since her forc- next year will be one of the very overboard, also one of the crew,
Itnd, and uncle to George Damson, ter was appointed such a person fireproofoffice building in an in- Twelfth Street between River and
ed Macatawa.
ed returned because of war condishould be under the jurisdiction
important matters to be discussed who was rescued with great diffi- former alderman.
dustrialzone, had aureed to make Pine is nossiblythe moat congested
M. Van Regenmorter started to tions in the Orient she has been many policies for 1940 will be gone culty-passengers and crew, at
• • •
of the civic improvement committheir office fireproof at an addi- block of anv aids street In the
tend light in 1872, and was the studying at the University of over; in fact, there will be a great length, safely landed, with a high
Deaths during the week were tee. Mr. Vandenberg pointed out
citv. According to Mr. Brouwer,
keeper for 36 years. He nassed Michigan for her masters degree. deal of business that will make sea running — started to find a Louis De Kraker, an old Civil War at the common council meeting tional cost of $400.
this is especiallytree on Sundsv
away 12 years ago. He was follow- Mrs. Pels will also teath English the meeting today a protractedone. farm house, but became lost in the veteran of 87 years; Mr. Henry that committee, of which he is a
when
strangem visit Centennisl .
A
letter
was
received
from
Mrs.
ed by William Cornell, and Mr. classesat Calvin College.
Brinkman, 60 years, of Central member, did not have sufficient in- Orien S. Cross recognizing her ap- Psrk, snd the overflow «rees into
On the whole, under the new ar- woods — after wandering
Cornell was followed by William
some
time
in
the
storm
Park; Mrs. Carmelia Planstiehl,19 formation to tell the common coun- pointment to the libraryboard.
West Twelfth Street Even two
VVVt
VVtVttVtVtV rangements of the separate com- light and at last found ____
Bavery. Mr. Boshka, as was statmittee to handle the festival, it has
West 6th st., at the age of 68 years. cil what to do or what the duties
feet on a side would help, but ac• • •
ed before, has tended the harbor
DR. TEN HAVE TELLS OF
of the harbor master are. Nothing
worked out wonderfully. The wea- rest— boys started on foot for
cording to Mr. Brouwer, he underA number of licenses for soft stood
light for 27 years, and before comDOG BITES
ther man was especiallykind, giv- land— arrived at 11 o’clock p. m.— fWENTY YEARS* AGO TODAY whatever was said about pay, for
that nrnvialnm, have been
ing here was at Plum Island. He
drinks,
theatres,
junk
collectors,
hired
a
rig
Sunday
morning
at
4
which there is no provision in the
ing only a few occasionalshowers
msde through the P.W.A. to widen
• • •
has received notice from officials
pool
and
billiard
parlors,
sidewalk
o’clock
and
went
back
after
their
Ben Brower sold his home on charter.
the street at that point. It. teems
Several cases of dog bites have between programs to freshen the
construdtors, taxifi, second hand
in Washington, D. C. outliningposfair partners. Such a looking West 16th st to John Olert of the
been called to our attention which atmosphere.The tulips were out
When Mr. Vandenbergasked city •tores and hucksters ware approv- hat if any wideningU to be done
hible plans where ITO Lighthouse
in full bloom at the proper time, crowdl Moral: Always beach a boat Van>PWten grocery. Mr.- Brewer j attorney Lokker for his opinion,
to r series 'of ttrotidnir/^AId.
Bureau and the West Coastguard were not reported at the time of the celebrationwas devoid of acci- on the right side so that you can plans buildinga new home on West
he said the only way to clear the
occurrence. Because of the presw
department are to be combined
walk home. Also remember that a 11th st. Note: Ben built his home matter up was to rescind the ap- Kalkman, one of the applicantsfor #t K
ence of rabies in the countv, people dents to any extent,and the police
under President Roosevelt’s reora license to construct sidewalks, wav bevond Maple Avenue weat
sail boat is more tricky than a and John still lives at the home he
had
no
trouble
with
rowdyism,
depointment
and
vacate
the
office,
the
boulevard
la
a
wide
street, made
narrowly missed supporting the
ganisation plan No. 2. The bill are taking considerablerisk in not spite the tremendous crowds that Texas mustang and that it is a purchased.
o
when
it was bnilt
but
since no length of time was
having
dog
bites
investigated
by
I m
does not take effect until July 9,
• * •
motion in his favor as the mayor
came to see our annual tulip event. dangerous undertaking for an inexset for this appointment,notice
The wideningof streets is aimaccording to Mr. Boshka. There the Health Department immediate- The traffic problem as usual was perienced person to try to manage
Harry Orr, son of Mr. and Mrs. could be given that his services called hia name accidentallyas the nlv soother problem like parking
supporter.
one.
are 17 districts in the country, and lyWilliam Orr, who has been in the ended with June 15. He said there
that the advent of the automobile
Dogs which have bitten individ- handled in an admirable way, and
• • •
plans are being made to re-district
government naval service during was no harm in having Mr. Van•
•
•
uals should not be killed until a that is saying a great deal considhas brought. There are so many of
A
letter
from
Jack
Klaasen
re
the Lighthouse Bureau so that the
ering that a city of 16,000 must
The Ottawa Beach hotel has been the World War, returned home and der Schel retainingthe title of har- questing information on how he them that the matter of streets
lighthouse division may be under thorough investigationhas been accommodate a crowd of at least
leased by H. D. McDuffee of Alle- says that he has had experiences bor master with the understanding
made
to determine whether or not
i
should proceed to have the creek and nlares to put automobiles la
the direction of the coastguard dewhich he would not have missed that he served without pay.
five times as many daily. The kind- gan and Holland.
nernlexing question in everv city.
south
of
22nd
Street
covered
over
partment. The assistant to Mr. gabies is present. In the event that ly comments and the hundredsof
* • •
for anything — but at that he is
It was then requested that the
was received by the council and Undoubtedly, If our forefathere
Boshka at Holland harbor is Peter the dog should be killed before an letters received by the chamber of
Reindert Werkman, manufacturerglad to be home again. He will mayor appoint a committee to find
investigation
has
been
made,
the
referred to the committee6n sew- had known of the coming of the
Timmer. Mr. Boshka was eligible
take
his
old
position
at
the
Star
commerce,
show
conclusively
that
of Holland, presented the Baptist
out the necessityof a harbor mas“iron horse,” citv streets, when
ers, drains and Watercourses
to retire on a pension at least a only alternativewould be for the the popularity of Tulip Time in
garage.
church of Otsego with a beautiful
ter. The committeeis composed of the motion Aid. Kleis.
victim to take the entire course of
towns were platted, would have
year ago.
• • •
the harbor board, E. P. Stephan,
been made again as wide.
treatment for rabies. The treat- Holland is not on the wane, but is silver communion service set
•
•
•
TEN YEARS AGO TODAY
with these words engraved thereon
secretary of the chamber of comment consists of from seven to gaining in its popularity.
Anyway, such a oneetfonnot
• • •
OTTAWA TREASURER’S
Aid. Steffens reported that negAs has been repeatedly stated, “Presentedto the Otsego Baptist
twenty-one
treatments
to
be
adOFFICE TO GET
This week was eventful in Hope merce, a representative of the otiations are almost completed for only our police boards, but our
the
Tulip
Festival
is
a
“natural”
church in memory of Mamie Clock
of Public Works, Henry Kecommon counciland different comINDEX SYSTEM ministered one daily. In many cas- for Holland, Michigan because of Werkman.” Mrs. Werkman died college commencementsince tne Board
the purchase by the city of the
tel, chairman of the council Board
es this treatmentcan be avoided
mittees have to contend with, and
dedication
of
Hope
Memorial
chapel
Huntley building on West 12th St.
its historic background. The tulips, March 17. — Plainwell Enterprise.
with a seating capacity of 2,000 of Public Works committee,Aid. for a city warehouse. The pur- thev are doing their best to solve
A WPA project to install a card because often times investigation the windmills,the Dutch costumes,
• • •
look place. The News at that time Ben Steffens, chairman of the wavs chase price will approximate$4,- them you may be sure.
index system of each property de- reveals that the dog does not have and the unique features brought
rabies.
FORTY
YEARS
AGO TODAY gave a history of all the chapels and means committee,and Aid. 250,
scription in Ottawa county has
and, as an appropriation was
over from The Netherlands appeal
• » •
that ever graced the campus, be- William C. Vandenberg,chairman made of $6,000, the additional scout council""*
been secured by a committee of
to the American people even more
PROGRAM SOT
Albert Meyer, the music store ginning with the small wooden of the civic improvement commit- money can be used for the rejuventhe board of supervisors and Fred CHARLES R. SLIGH AGAIN intenselythan the Hollanders who
man, is laying a cement walk structureon the present site of the tee.
Den Herder, county treasurer, PRESIDENT OF GRAND
ation of the building.
have been more accustomed to seeMore than 700 acouts will taka
around his home on 12th st. and Carnegie gym. Winant’s chapel, It was decided that Mr. Vander
which will cost $9,865. The coun* * •
ing those things.But withal, everyRAPIDS ASSOCIATION
nart in the annual “camporee” of
Central ave.
under construction,was also shown, Schel had been doing faithful work
ty’s share of the amount is $2,347.
one seems to be interestedbecause
Claims of i$12,005.07were a- the Ottawa-AHeganBoy Scout
• •
as well as the pearl of architecture, while he was on the job, and recThe project calls for 10 perAt the annual meeting of the the celebrationis so different than
ommendation is to be made that he proved on the motion of Aid. Ke- council to be held at Duttons woods
Hope
Memorial.
The
$25,000
Skinlions to be selected from over the
Peter Semelink of Vriesland,who
the ordinary run of festivalsand
be paid $100 a month during the tel and the support of Aid. Van near the Beechwood school Friday
county who it is expected will be Grand Rapids Furniture Exposition occasions of that kind.
so generously donated a large sum ner pipe organ gift of Arendshorst
den Berg.
association
held
in
the
Furniture
and Saturday.
(fatherand two sons) was also in- time of his services.
employedfor about a year to tabu• * •
It might be well to suggest that of money to erect Semelink Family
clubrooms
in
the
Pantlind
hotel
.The natrol camping contest will
cluded in the dedication exercises;
late and index 42,000 descriptions.
Hall
for
the
Western
Theological
Little Netherlands be open to the
Progress was reported by Aid. open Fridav evening with all
There were five of the new em- Tuesday evening, Charles R. Sligh, public during the ChristianEndeav- seminary, was in the city calling in fact played an important part
Vanden
Berg
in
the
rerouting
of
Honors
Comes
to
Judge
troons In the area represented.
ployes who met at the county Jr., of Holland was re-electedas or convention held in Holland on on friends. Note: This was the first throughout the program. Presioent
the gasoline trucks through the Field events will begin immedlMiles’ Family
. treasurer’s office last night and president.He is president of the Thursday, Friday, and Saturday, real structure on the campus of Dr. E. Dimnent presided and Rev.
city.
stely after judging has been comwere instructed briefly on what Holland Chamber of Commerce, June 22, 23 and 24, when from 1500 that institution.Since that time William Bancroft Hill of Vassar
* * •
and has been active in civic afpleted in the morning.
college,Poughkeepsie,N. Y. and
Judge Fred T. Miles and daughthey are to do. Five more will be
others
have
been
added,
including
to 2000 delegates are expected to
Concerningthe filling of the laRev. Malcolm James McLeod of ter, Miss Helen Miles, 14 East 26th
added as soon as the work gete fairs. He residesat Virginia Park be guests of Holland and the C.E. a library and a dormitory.
on Lake Macatawa. He is connect• • •
New York City were the orators. st., are in the West, going first to goon at Riverside Park, Aid. Van- STRAY SHOT STRIKES GRAND
(1! under way.
den Berg said that a meeting is
ed
with
the Charles R. Sligh Co. societies from here during the state
HAVEN RESORTER
Harold Boven, formerly of- HolHermanns Boone and son John- The chimes, costing $12,000,dedi- Laramie,Wyo., where on Monday being arranged with Jack Lyons,
convention. Undoubtedly, many of
of Holland.
cated to the memory of Mrs. Chas. they attended commencement exland, employed in the treasurer’s
nie
Boone
have
returned
from
Chithese
visitors
would
be
pleased
to
and
that
he
is
perfectly
willing
to
Hollis Baker of Baker Furniture
Earl DeNeut, 12-year-old son of
office, has been selected to supercago, Mr. Boone bringing back a McLean bv the family, were also ercises at the Universityof Wyom- remedy the injury received by the
Inc., and Charles W. Kirchen of see this added attraction, and the
Mr. snd Mrs. Earl DeNeut, Grand
vise the work. New files have been
new horse and “Johnnie”a new played. There were two days of ing where Wendell A. Miles receiv- park.
Tulip
Time
committee
could
derive
Rapids, playing on the beach near
purchased by the county and are the West Michigan Furniture Co., some benefits augmenting their bicycle. Note: Mr. Boone owned a open house for visitors.The late ed his masters’ degree in political
• * •
the west limits of M-50 at Grand
already placed iir the treasurer’s both of Holland, were re-elected budget for 1940, for it must be re- fine stable of fast horses including Frajik Dyke, contractor, was the science.
Aid. William C. Vandenberg re- Haven was accidentally Injured
di^ctors for three-year terms.
builder of the chapel.
The
young
man
was
graduated
office, which will hold the cards. Inthe
celebrated
McKinley.
Johnnie
ports that a recent meeting of Mr. when a bullet from a .22 calibre
Twelve directorswere re-elected membered that funds are necessary later became an expert jockey and
from Hope college last June. Judge
dexing the properties will be of
to stage a pretentious enterprise
Henry Neitring, and Mr. Abel, lo- rifle shot by William Grand, 18,
by
th®
Exposition
association,
and
Judge
Fred
T.
Miles
was
orator
Miles
and
his
daughter
are
also
takgreat convenience to the officeforce
won many races locally and the
cal representative,which was at- Grand Rapids, pierced his shoulder.
all the officers of the board waj-p such as the annual Tulip Festival
of
the
day
at
Hopkins,
Allegan
ing a trip into the Rocky mountains
aa well as property owners as at a
“grand circuit.”He was in great
has turned out to be.
re-elected.
Grand was shooting at a target
and expect to return before June tended by Council officials relaglance all of the facta concerning
demand
as a driver and in his driv- county, on Memorial Day.
We might also suggest that Littive to the building of a dock along
• • •
made from blocks of wood and the
12, the opening day of court at
the descriptions, the taxes paid and
ing days was the most popular
tle Netherlands be open week days
Neitring
lake
channel
property
Lakewood farm opened for the Allegan.
bullet ricocheted and struck the
other items can be found. The sysduring the resort season,for many youngster on the course. Fifty season on June 2. There will be
north of the new city power plant lad who waa standing nearby. He
• « •
years ago, it appears, his mind was
tem is one that is used in other ofresorterswho come to Holland to
polar bears, more monkeys, another
FrederickT. Miles, Jr., eldest and states that it has been arrang- was taken to Hatton hospital and
more on a bicycle. Holland was large
fices in the state and when completshop and to visit could put in some
snake, beavers,porcupines son of Judge and Mrs. Fred T. ed that the dock be so constructed later to a Grand Rapids hospiul.
ed will make the treasurer’soffice each. In other words, 450 pounds of spare time at this unique exhihi- one of the best horse race towns
and many new Michigan animals. Miles, Sr., 14 East 26th st., received not to interfere with the operations State police investigatedand
hen — good doggie.
in the state 45 years ago.
on * P*r with the best
tlon. The fact that it was open
Many stuffed animals from the word recently from the state su- of the power plant. City Engineer found Grand had no permit for the
oin Michigan.
* • *
African hunt will also be seen in a
gun and
and it
it was
wag confinrsfe/t
Kv the
thi
The
‘Holland
Christian
high might be riven some publicity, and
confiscatedbv
preme court, Losing, that he had Zuidema told the aldermen that the gun
Paul Coster, Frank Doesburg,
The committee which secured the
whool baseball team disbanded on possibly the hotels might be in- Jake Geerlings and Wm. Vander separate building. Note Those were successfullypassed the state bar Neitring Co. is building the dock S^ers
cera. Grind
them hewll
•project includedHunter Bering.
duced to place this and other atthe good old days. Today not a
fe*ev frum the .0”K,na, ,lne to "hooting away from the boy and
Mayor Richard L Cook and Dick Friday with one scheduled game tractionsin Holland on their daily Hart, local postmen, will in turn vestige df this famous zoo, which examinationwhich was given in
unplayed. They were to meet HudApril. He was one of the 65 of 161
take
their
usual
10-day
vacation.
Smallcgan. They were appointed
menu
cards.
brought millions and delighted the
who successfullypassed the exam.
Sub-carriers John K. Van Lente
some time ago to purchase an ad- sonville on Friday but with six
It is only a suggestion,but might
children, remains.
regulars absent from the lineup due
Mr. Miles was graduated from the same dockline as is being conand Simon Verwey will do the mail
dressograph machine and this, with
to
scholastic ineligibility, Coach be given a try-out and if expenses carrying durin g those periods,
Holland high school in 1930, re- structed by the Holland Board of JAMESTOWN MAN GORED BY
the plates, has been installed. The
were not met, the opening could
Public Works.
Rev. J. De Haan, Jr., severed his
STEER
card system will be used in con- John Tula cancelled the game and always be discontinued.It would Note: Mr. Coster is still a resident connectionas pastor at Ninth ceived his A. B. degree at West• • *
the
team
disbanded
for
the
seaern
State
Teachers’
college
in
1934
of Holland, retiringfrom the servjtmetion with- these plates all of
appear that our weekly band conStreet Christian Reformed church
On the motion of Aid. Smith, the
which has simplifiedand made the son. The sport was a tryout this certs, our Netherlands Museum, our ice to become a photographer. at a farewell service Sunday eve- and attended University of Michi- American Legion band was given ,.?rL.Hr/e Hal1 of ^meetewn i
year, and since the experiment was
bad the misfortune of breaking two
gan law school for two summers.
Frank
Doesburg
became
a “G man”
office much more efficientand obvirather successful the game and Little Netherlands, fish ponds, our for Uncle Sam. Mr. Geerlings and ning. He will assume the pastorate He is married and the father of the privilege of changing the night ribs when a mad steer cornered
ates many errors in descriptionungolf
courses,
and
theatres,
and
posof
Broadway
church,
Grand
Rapids.
of
their
band
concerts
during
the
U will be continued next semester.
two sons. FofVihe past five years
Mr. Vander Hart passed on shortly
der the old method of writing.
I"* a J"
at ikon’s
sibly a few other things fn the
summer from Tuesday to Friday ntH!
o — .....
sUughter house at Hudsonville.
after their retirement John K.
- In the first five chosen to do the Mr. and Mrs. Sidney
°JI because Eugene Heeter, the direcHavinga
of way of entertainmentmight be Van Lente retired a few months SENATOR VANDENBERG
The accidentwill have no-serioua ^
work two are from Grand Haven,
made known to the transient pubCEIVES DEGREE AT SYRACUSE of
3°K5
tor of the band, will be unable to
his legal study has been taken
two from Holland, and one from Lucas, Mich., and Miss Tens Hav- lic and many would make that part ago and Mr. Verwey left Holland
be
present
early
in
the
week.
time1* ** f*r ** C*n 1)6 8een
"
inga, R. N., of Chicago, spent the
many yean ago.
under the guidance of his father.
Park township.
* • •
U. S. Senator Arthur H. Vanden• • •
week-endat the home of Mr. and of their program of sight-seeing
during
their
leisure
time.
Aid. Smith moved that the band
Mrs. J. Havinga, 234 West 16th st
.T^e„^MP®r8 .Mammoth^ Minstrels
Funeral serviceswere to be held
HOPE PROFESSdR
Anyway, the committee is to gave its second successfulperform
be voted $70 for the purpose of
o
this Thursdayfor Mrs. Lulu Binns,
TO SPEAK ATG. H.
meet, and they lure composed of]
at Lyceum opera house and prise, under the 'Americansystem, age 75, of Niles. She is a former going to the SouthwesternMichi- Vanden Brink, 27, Holland
ALUMNI BANQtJET Mrs. P. Elhartf route 6, had as the following well selected mem- ance
legitimately fdir
gan music festival being held in
will alao put on a snow at Zeeland. were given
resident of Holland. She js surviva visitor her daughter. Mrs. Gerrit
bers: Vernon Ten Cate, chairman;The local talent was excellentand chance, we should be out of this
ed by two sons, Vernon of Whhe Benton Harbor on June 24. He
Bruce Raymond, professor of Bosch of Colton, S. D. The Rev. G. S. H. Houtman, manager: Mayor special mention is made of young depression in
victorious
pointed out that the cities of Mich- 50Ut« 6- Holland, and
Plains, N. Y., who was formerly
English,, at Hope ’Oollegc, is to be Bosch, her husband Is at Genera] Henry Geerlings,Charles R. Sligh,
igan send bands to HoUand every Drusilla Ter Haar, 21, of
Ray Hadden and hia little sister, montha."
associated with the Holland Furthe speaker at the annual Grand Synod, and will stop here on return’ E. P. Stephan. Ben Steffens, Ed
Senator Vandenberg,who recentMias
Syjvia, who gave cakewalk
2Iip Ti,ne’ *nd that
tog.
nace
Co.;
and
Christian
of
CamHaven high school alumni banquet
Brouwer, Joe Geerds, Ben Brower, numbers with artistic grace. Note: ly announcedhis willingnessto acMarvin Marlipk, son of «
den, Ohio. Rites were to take place Holland should cooperate In their
June 16 at 6:30 p. m. in the PresAndrew Hyma, E. E. Fell, George The News plays up the minstrels cept the Republican nomination for
m,otionWM sopportat 3 p. m. from the Price and Tiger
byterian, church house. Invitations After a 10-minutedeliberation, Damson, Eugene Heetet William
considerable. It was an annual President in 1940, made his declar- funeral home at Niles, the Rev. P. on oy Aid. Vanden Berg and passhave already been mailed to out of a jury reached a verdict of not J. Brouwer,Jim Boter. Mrs. J. E.
event and the talent, picked from ation in a commencement address O. Lee, pastor of the Methodist ed unanimously.
town alumni, Miss Kathryn Boon,
S*"
for Henry J. Clymer of Teffing.Mrs. Arthur Visscher,
Mrs, the best to Holland, were so well at Syracuse, N. Y., where he reV Mrs.
••
with the” U. S.
church, officiating. Intermentwas
president, said.
trained that theTcbmpanycould ceived the honorary degree of doc- to . be in SilVerbrook- cemetery,
Aid. K$lkn»anrecommended that *gogone professional as far as tor of laws.
"^Itohts he placed at the corNiles.
•
Judge Fred T. Miles gave an ad- ..... .
ner of Mrd Street and Maple AveFred Fairfield, with
Born to
dress before the W.C.T.U. of northnue
and
on
26th
Street
A. H. Eisenbergerand
Mr. and Mrs. John Cook of Benern Ottawa, with
fox
|&an Avenue add
of Holland, visited Moody theim, visitedat the home of Mr.
the
Court.
at Chicago recent- and Mrs. Albertus Grotenhuis reWiftth,.
cently to Holland.
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COMMENCEMENT EXERCISES AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA^aHOLLAND GIRL AND
HELD AT NORTH HOLLAND
G. D. HEERINGA WILL
LOCAL NEWS
MARRY ON JUNE

FORMER LOCAL BOY ELECTROCUTED IN NEBRASKA

17
Seven tenth grade graduates and ffkVVVVVvfvvV? 17? ¥???!??
Miss Lucille VerSchure, daughDonald Earl Hallet, son of Mr.
(Established1872)
gained from summer homes and nine eighth grade graduates of the
and Mrs. Earl Hallet, who recently
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Peter Ve
The
Royal
Neighbon
held
a
North
Holland
school
received
dicamps
can
be
transformed
easily
Office
2020
have been living at 174 West 7th
party last Thursday night at which
into tragedy and loss by fire. These ploma* last Thursday when com
88 W. 8th St
St., making their home with Mrs.
temporary homes, by their very mencement exercises were held in ffUMto from California, Zeeland and
Mary Hallet,mother of Esrl Hal»pid». ________
Sparta
were
present.
Games
were
nature, call for greater vigilance the Reformed church of that complayed,
olayed, with prlz
prizesgoing to Martha Jacob G. Hee rings, also of Grand let, was instantly killed Saturday
during week-end and vacation oc- munity.
... _
... Rapids, will take place at 5 o’clock when he contacted a high tension
Kleis, W.
Haight
cupancy.
Miss Hermina Maassen played De Witt, Nellie ______
the afternoon of June 17 in the
line at O’Neill, Neb. Mr.
The use o*f kerosene for lamps the processional,and the Rev. H. and Henry Kleis. Minnie SHgh was Trinity Reformed church of Hol- powei;
Hallet and a co-worker were stringappointed
in
charge
of
a
fun
party.
and stoves is a common source of Maassen pronounced the invocaland, has chosen her attendants. ilng copper wire when it came in
fire. But if a few simple rules are tion. Followingthe salutatory by
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Brunaelle Miss BeatriceH. Heeringa, sister contact with a 20,000 volt line acobserved,the danger can be greatly Lillian Prince,the eighth and ninth
Hollanfa Busiest Drug Store
are in North Dakota, where they of the groom-elect/will be maid of cording to reports received here.
reduced. Fill lamps and stoves in grade girls sang “More Like the
are visiting relatives and friends honor, and Miss Alice Wiersma The co-worker,a Mr. Harry E.
the daylight so you can see what Master.’’ Russell Koetsier gave a
Corner River and
Holland,Mich.
of the latter. Mrs. Brunselle was and Miss Ruth Van Oss will be Chase of Nebraska was also killyou are doing. Store kerosene and class prophecy, after which t h e formerly Miss Violet Huen of bridesmaids. Merle VerSchure, thq
ed. Hallet had been employed at
all other flammableliquids outside eighth and ninth grade girls sang Strasburg, N. D.
bride-elect’s brother, will assist Mr. O’Neill for about six
the house. Use a tank or drum that “Steal Away."
I*** v* •» **u <u
Heeringa as best man, and Ray- . Mr. Hallet was born in Holland,1
has a drip-proof faucet and keep
The Rev. G. A. Aalbcrts gave the
The Rev. C. W. Meredith, pastor mond Snyder of Grand Rapids and Aug. 18, 1917 and attendedlocal
a drip pan under the faucet. Never commencement address, followed of Wesleyan Methodist church,
Gordon Korstangeof Holland will public echools and Holland high
start or hasten a fire with kerosene by the valedictoryby James Bare- spent a few days in Houghton,
10c
.................8 B»ra|6c
seat the guests. Mr. and Mrs. H. school, and had been a member of
or any other flammableliquid. If man. Followingthe presentation N. Y.
Fred Oltman of Grand Rapidi will the high school band. He had been
50c PHILLIPS
PASTE
...... ...........; _______ 29c
a portable kerosene heater is to be of diplomasby Frederick Knopcr,
« • •
complete the wedding party as employed by the Holland Motor
85c FREEZONE — for Corns
........... .
21c
used, make sure it is one listed by the audience sang “God Be With
Bom to Mr. and Mrs. C. Winde- master and mistress of ceremonies. Express for about two and a half
the Underwriters’ Laboratories.
You Till We Meet Again.’’ Rev. muller of 38th st., a son, Gary Lee.
The servicewill be read by Rev. years.
10c TIN UNION
TOBACCO
........3 for 21c
Don’t make improper alterations Aalbcrts closed with prayer.
H. J. TerKeurst, pastor of Trinity
» • •
The body was take* to Holland
or extensions of electricwiring. Tenth grade graduates were
ELECTRIC FANS ........................ ...........................98c up
Funeral serviceswere held Mon- Reformed church.
Wednesday and funeral services
Guard against over-heatingof James Bareman, Pearl De Haan,
o
BABY
CAMERAS ................................
69c
day for Mrs. John Hulst, age 68. of
were held Thursday from the Dykstoves which are near woodwork; Russell Koetsier, Merle Percy
Overisel township, who died at ner WANTS MORE TULIPS
stra funeral chapel, with the Rev.
FILMS
AND
the usual sheet of metal attached Nienhuis, Lillian Prince, Louis
home after a lingeringillness.
IN HOME GARDENS George Trotter and the Rev. C. W.l
Jl-ZOOO lhr« lort tn «»
to the woodwork is of little value Stoel, and Maxine West.
(8 exposures) ......... ...................................... Roll 26c
Surviving
besides the husband are
MeredKh officiating.Burial was in
johnttova Po, flood.
in protectingagainst ignition. Those graduating from the five children,
Mrs. Henry Schipper
Pilgrim Home cemetery.
$1.00
62c
Smokepipes should not pass eighth grade were Carlton Wayne of Hamilton; Mrs. Harry Dozeman
In writing the desk clerks of the
Surviving are the widow, Mrs.
through'wallsor partitions of wood Brower, Jason Ebels, Julia R. Lem$1.25
TONIC
7gc
of Wayland, Mrs. George Wessel- Warm Friend tavern to thank them Jane Hallet, a 14 months old son,
or with wood lath.
mon. Fred Lohuis, Jr., Gertrude ing of Hamilton, John oi Hamilton
15c PUTNAM’S DYES .....................
10.
for courtesiesextended to him dur- Donald Earl, both residing in
'~’!&:7£hK°v°
Bum accumulationsof rubbish N. Maassen.Arnold J. Slagh, Jer- and
Ben of Vriesland; two sisters,
and litter in a metal incinerator. ene Slagh, Alice Stoel, and Donald Mrs. Jane Hevboer of Grand Rap- ing his recent visit in Holland, Ed- 'Grand Rapids, the parents, and
83c
.... ...........................
54.
ward M. Moyer of Souderton, Pa., paternal grandmother,above menWhen fires are started outdoors, Veldheor.
*“^*|ot»o<Maln*acicpe
ids and Mrs. H. Tanis of Holland; suggested more plantings of tulips
25c
CREAMS ...................
for 25c
•dpwhibttloo.lSSr^
never leave them unattended.
“Not finished, just begun’’ was 25 grandchildren, and one great by citizensin their yards in con- tioned, and mother, Mrs. Maggie
Because summer hpmes and the class motto, the class flower grandchild. Several nieces and nection with the annual Tulip Time U)eur of Fremont.
8-8obt g Ua placed to.
camps usually are remote from fire was the carnation, and the colors ntfihews also survive. Rites were festival.
OUR
^Tr
owimdo(lh«Codod.
deoartments,and since water is were old rose and silver.
held at 1 p. m. from the home and
Expires June 10
His letter to the hotel clerks folmtoknm, 1861 ...
not always readily available,keep
Teachers are Miss Mildred Ro- at 1:30 from the Oakland ChristianHows:
LUNCHEON Special
n
i
hi tmmmmmmt<*****,*******,
fire pails and pump tanks or fire gus, John Dykstcrhouse, and Fred
Reformedchurch. Interment was in
PARK TWP. BOARD OF
“If you could but fathom pai
extinguishers on hand and know crick Knopcr. Members of the Bentheim cemetery.
Combination Salad
Peck’s
ally just how much your efforts
REVIEW
how to use them. If there is an ex- board of education are L. Bare• * *
‘‘Stay at Farming”
and patience with a pest like myBaked
Sandwich
tinguisher in your car, that, too, man, I). Ebels, F. Koetsier,P.
John VanBragt, superintendent self has meant, you would know The Park Township Board of ReTea or Cofree
Polki out on the farm are pretty affordsvaluable fire protection to Siersma, and F. Kraal.
of parks, asked that residentsalong very little of the sincere feelings view will meet at the home of
— o—
the summer home as well as on the
tulip lanes refrain from cutting and esteem which I hold for you.
George E. Heneveld, the supervisor
13c
25c qt.
well satisfied with their occupation
Ice
£t)C
road or in the garage.
the tulips. He said that some along
“Your hospitalitywas par excel- on June 12 and 13 from 9 to 4.
Conrfor
Case
May
and advantages. At a meeting of
And speaking of automobiles,if
Washington blvd. had been cut off lence and your hosting can not be Signed GEORGE E. HENEVELD,
the Poor Richard Club in Philadel- you value your life, don’t bum up
level with the ground and this found or matched anywhere in the
Before Judge Miles; Is
Supervisor.
the
roads
and
don’t
hum
up
the
phia a paper was presented giving
stunts the growth of the new east. We are accustomedto being
countryside. Throwing lighted
Set for June 13
flowers. He said that the park de- shoved around and told what to do
°*.. * surve)rconductedby ci<*arettes and cigars out of the
partment will cut the flowers at rather than being treatedas a perthe Meredith Publishing Co.
windows of your car as you pass
the proper time, but if residents son with a few rights.
Thousands of interviews with along the road, may cause great
J. L. Connor, 26, charged with
’Your tulip festival was the
JH®.
throughoutthe loss of life and property. Use the manslaughterfollowing the killing wish, they may remove the dead
blooms.
most beautiful flower display I
United States were used to get a
------ provided by the car manu- of Mrs. Mary Coleman recently
• • •
have ever seen and I enjoy^
cross section of rural opinion on
ed every
facturer for disposing of stubs and when his automobile left the highFuneral services were held Thurs- minute of my stay but may I offer
most of the questionsof timely inashes. And be sure you have plenty way, will not be given an examina* day afternoon for
J. a suggestion?I think it would be
twest Answering the question, of ashtraysaround that summer
tion until June 13, county authori- Bailey, 59, prominent Petoskey splendid if the residents of the
How much schooling should a camp or cottage.
ties reported today. Connor rc- business man and former Holland town would decorate their lawns
farm child have?” 93 per cent of
Do your part to protect your ouested adjournment from Wed- resident,who died Sunday after- more in keeping with the tulip
parents said that it should at least
life, your property, and the great nesday of last week until that date. noon following a short illness. He
theme. Plenty of homes do have
outdoors against fire.
Until the examination occurs, was connected with the Petoskey very nice tulips but I believe the
o
Connor is out of custody under two Grocery Co. for 33 years prior to majority are lacking. A nice lawn
SECOND DRUG DRIVE
separate sets of bonds, one in the which he resided in Holland. He of tulips could offset the tulip lanes
OFFENSE GETS YEAR
amount of $5,000 and the second in served eight years in the councilin to perfection, in my estimation.
third sud they should graduate
FROM JUDGE MILES the amount of $2,500. He placed Petoskey. He is survived by the “I also suggest that the art exfrom college.
the second bonds following his ar- widow, a son and two grand- hibit be set up outdoors in one of
To the question, “Would you adVem Osborn, 56, of Fennville, rest the second time on a damage children.
the parks where it will attract
vise your children to stay on the
was sentenced to serve a term of case and civil suit. Under the promore attention from the public.
one year in the Southern Michigan visions of the second arrest, he was
Supt. John A. Swets of the Hol- The art exhibitwas very good, but
prison at Jackson, Wednesday, by personally held.
land School for Christian Instruc- j very poorly attended. I should like
at farming," was given by a twoCircuitJudge Fred T. Miles after
With circuitcourt due to open tion, announced that Arthur
to ‘be notified of future festivals so
to-one majority.
pleading guilty to a second of- in mid-June, with Judge Fred T. ning, for 12 years teacher of com- I can make proper arrangementsto
fence as a drunken driver. He was Miles on the bench, it is probable
subjects in Chicago Chris- attend.’’
Sommer White Houses arrested Friday night by Marshal that Connor’s case will come before mercial
tian high school, has accepted the
McCam at Fennville after a mad the court during that term. After appointmentto teach commercial
chase through the village.
facing the criminalcharge, it is be- subjectsin the local Christian high STUDENTS SELECTED FOR
(Detroit Free Press)
McCarn first approachedOsborn lieved he will be held liable by school next fall. One of the major
LEADERS TRAINING CAMP
near the Fennvilleschool. The survivorsof Mrs. Coleman, the accomplishmentsduring the year
The proposal that a property on
marshal stepped to the running second arrest indicatingthat a suit was the decision of the board to
The following students of FennLong Island be acquired for a sum- board of the car and reached in to will be filed against him.
open a commercial department in ville High School have been selectturn
off
the
motor,
when
Osborn
mer White House does not seem
• • •
Holland.
the subjects ed by the faculty to attend a leataught will be typewriting, short- dership training camp at Pine lake
to arouse any enthusiasm in Con- knocked off his hand and sped
The
case
in
question
is
the
one
away. On the left side of the road,
hand and bookkeeping.
gress. jP.
the week of August 6 to 11: Gerard
• • •
his car crashed into a coupe driven in which two cars said to be passing
Kremmin, Marian Foster, Sophie
And neitherhas there been much by Ray Planner of Ganges, failed each other at Allegan resulted in
Harry Boer and Garrett Vande Grycpan, Norbert Kula, Bob Vredeenthusiasm for past proposals that to stop and careened across the tragedy when one of the cars went Riet of Holland were among the
veldt, Suzanne M i c h e n, Dorothy
out
of
control
and
struck
and
killed
a summer residencefor the Chief Bailey strawberrypatch and into Mrs. John (Mariea) Coleman, 63, group who were granted licenses to Kula,
Dickinson, Betty
the corner of the garage there.
preach by the board of trustees of
Executivebe established in this, Osborn started to run, but was de- of Allegan, a pedestrian.
Keag, Tony Marfia, Alice Doman,
Calvin college and seminary. Harry Don Hoyt This camp is sponsored
L. Connor of Bradford, Pa., said
that or Hie other state.
tained by bystanders until the
Petersen of Grand Haven was given
by the Allegan county Schoolmasto
be
driver
of
the
death
car,
and
Washington, as the center of the officer arrived.
You’re sure to find the merchandiseyou want at Wards! If you do
permission to enter the seminary ters’ Club, in connection with the
Clare
A.
Yager,
also
of
Allegan,
He
was
arraigned
before
Justice
next
year.
The
problem
of
expandFederal Government,was located
not
see everything you want on our counters, just step to our Catalog
Kellogg
Foundation.
Volney W. Ferris in Allegan Mon- who operated the other car, were ing Calvin facilities and teaching
in the Federal District of Columbia
o
Order Department. A* trained clerk will help you find exactly what
day, where he waived examination arrestedby Sheriff Fred Miller staff was discussed at a meeting of
William Strong of 216 East 13th
in order that no state might enjoy and was bound over to the circuit shortly after the accident.
the board.
you want in our catalogs. She will handle.all of the ordering details for you.
st, is in an improvedconditionfolEye-witnesses said Connor’s car
• » •
the prestige of entertaining the court. Wednesday’s sentence following a major operation in Holwent
out
of
control and knocked
lowed.
national capital.
Applications for building permits land hospital.
down an 8-inch maple tree, struck
—
o
were filed with City Clerk Oscar
The same reasoning would hold
Mrs.
Coleman,
and
smashed
through
Fifty-eight persons were fined
Peterson by John A. Walters, 11
rood in regard to a permanentsumfor traffic violations during the a fence before smashing into the East 15th St., to repair and remodmer White House.
front porch pf the home of Douglas
el front porch, at a cost of $60;
The Washington summer is try- month of May. Speedingtook the Nash.
John Hossink, 360 West 17th St.,
ing and it is not surprising that high count, 37 being taken in on
Mrs.
Nash
and
her
daughter,
to reroof part of house wth asphalt
Presidents and their familiies want Uus violation.Unnecessary blowYour order is rushed to our Warehouse. The same day it is received
Joan, were on the porch at the
to eecape from it, but why expect ing of horn, failing to stop for
roofing, costing $60;Jake Klompartime the car crashed into the ens, 197 West 14th St., to repair
stop
sign,
running
red
light,
four
there,
your goods are on the way here via fast daily truck or train.
them all to spend their summer
each; three were fined for operat- house. Joan jumped from the porch porch, costing $100.
in the same place?
You
can
have your merchandise sent direct to your home or to the store
and Mrs. Nash escaped within the
• 0 $
Some Presidents might like the ing cars without proper brakes, two home. The impact of the car shifted
for
you
to
pick up..
seashore,some the mountains, some for passing in intersectionand
Miss Ruth Blekkink, daughter of
the home four inches from its foundriving
without
license.
One
for
the quiet recreations provided by
Dr. and Mrs. E. J. Blekkink of
dation, according to witnesses.
; having car under proper con. the streams of Michigan.
Holland, French teacher at the
Dr.
E.
D.
Osman,
coroner,
said
1, and one for reckless driving
Ypsilanti high school, will be an
And if they are to be permitted
Mrs. Coleman was instantlykilled.
to escape from the Washington completed the list
exchange tealcher at Dover, EngAccording to officers, she was
With the strawberry market
mmmer they should be allowed to
land next year. She is a graduate
Lester Van Tatenhove,son of knocked about 15 feet in the air by of Hope collegeand the University about to reach its peak our.
choose where they will spend the
Mr. and Mrs. John Van Tatenhove, the impact of the car.
thoughtsturn to preserves,jellies
hot months.
of Slichigan.
Save money on everything you buy! Wards catalog prices are lower
• • •
and jams. At no other period of the
The idea of a fixed summer White has returned to his home after havthan the prices in any store in town. And, when you buy through our
House doesn’t fit in with a free and ing been at Harvard law school for
The Holland Christianschools Today, Friday, the Woman’s year does the kitchen send forth
independent American’s conception three years. Kenenth Van Taten- will again sponsor another rally on Christian Temperance union will more tantalizingodors than at preCatalog Order Service, you save postage and money order fees.
of having a good time in dog days. hove has returned from a trip to July 4 at Kardux Beach. An inter- hold their annual outing at the serving time. Thrifty home-makers
Chicago.
Our Group Shipment Plan saves you as much as Vi of your shipping cost.
esting program is being arranged home of Mrs. William Van Dyke on save up the fruits of summer for
and well known speakers will, de- Northshore drive. Each member lean winter months by preserving
liver addresses.Other features will is requested to bring his own table them with vinegar, salt, sugar and
BY
be sports, games, music and motion service, sandwiches, and a dish for spices; for these very condiments
pictures. On June 22 all the com- the table. An interestingprogram and flavoringsthat help make premittees will meet in Christian high has been prepared. Those who de- serves and pickles so deliciousare
school.
sire transportation are asked to also agents that enable us to keep
call Mrs. M. De Boer, 4261.
them for months and even years.

The

pleasure and profit to be
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Cut Rate Drugs
Eighth

weeks.
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SALE

NOW ON THRU SATURDAY

SWEETHEART SOAP
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TOOTH
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LEADER
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BROWNIE
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PRINTED

ADLER1KA REMEDY
PERUNA
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PONDS FACE CREAMS
NOXZEMA
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Famous

-

Ham

-

Cream

Come

ICE
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CREAM

pt.

Thomas

-

-

Lv'

Lah-
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ITEMS TO

100,000 CHOOSE FROM!

Jimmy

-

-

-

-

Betty

40 -HOUR
"IO DELIVERY

SERVICE!

Young
AT

YOUR SERVICE

50%

SAVINGS

ON

SHIPPING COSTS!
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SHOP

JELEPHOKE or. CALL

Holland 3188

STRAWBERRY CONSER
HOLLAND, MICHIGAN

-

HOLLAND

I

-

m:

Coo

tin

boos Dally: Starting 2:30

Price Change— 5:00

TO

COLONIAL
•

Matinees Daily at 2:30
Evenings— 6:30 and 8:45
Continuous on Saturday
5

:00

Friday and Satnrday, June 9 and 10

Rltx,Bro«. and Anita Louis*
Jews, Comedy and Other
Sheet Subjects,

GUEST NIGHT-SaL, June
*MY LUCKY STAR”

•

10

with

if. Tuesday and Wednesday,

Jane 12, 13 and 14

Wash

and hull strawberries.Slice
orange, remove seeds and dice. Put
all ingredients except raisins in a
preserving kettle and heat to the
boiling point. Boil ten minutes, add
raisins, and boil six minutes longer, or until mixture has thickened.
Stir occasionally.
Pour at once into
hot sterilized glasses and seal with

Double Feature

8TOAWBERRY AND RHUBAR1

“MR.

MOTO IN DANGER
ISLAND"

ASK FOR CATALOG ORDER SERVICE

MONTGOMERY WARD
25

EAST EIGHTH STREET HOLLAND, MICHIGAN

PHONE

GOVERNOR GETS

3188

$315,200,000

CHECK

JAM
8 cups hulled strawberries
1 cup diced rhubarb
2 Mi.

• with

cups sugar

Mix

Peter Lorre

with

Dennis O’Keefe

W-

cup lemon juice
pound seeded raisins

a thin layer of melted paraffin.
When cold cover with another layer
of paraffin. Makes 5H cups.

“KID FROM TEXAS"

Hciaie and Richard Greene

2 cups diced fresh pineapple
4 cups sugar
1 orange

Friday and Saturday, June 9, 10

Gorilla
with

Tha

NEW YORK WORLD’S FAIR

%

Price Change —

The

1 quart strawberries

MICHIGAN DAIRY CATTLE SHIPPED

Added— Episode No. 2 of Serial
“Lone Ranger Rides Again"

strawberries, rhubarb and
sugar. Heat slowly over a low heat
until sugar is dissolved, stirring
constantly.Cook rapidly about ten
minutes or until mixture is thick
and clear. Pour in hot sterilized
glasses and seal at once with a thin
layer of hot paraffin.When cold
cover with another layer of paraffin.

QUICK

STRAWBERRY

PRESERVES
Monday and Tuesday, June

Joarez

M-

^

12, 13

Withering Heights

Davis and Paul Man!
with
Merle Oberon and Laurence Olivier
f,

Friday and Saturday
Added — News and Novelty
18,

M

and 17
Wednesday and Thnreday,

Have

Jane 14 and IS

Bridal Suite
with
Annabellaand Robert Younf

—

and Short Subjects

2 quart boxes strawberries
5 cups sugar
Mix sugar and berries; let stand
four hours. Put on to boll; when
boiling point i sresched continue
eight minutes, add M cup lemon
juice and after starts boiling again,
boil two minutes. Pour into hot
starilixedjarsand seal
.

STRAWBERRY JAM
6 cups strawberries
5 caps sugar •
Mash berries to make six cups.
Pip off juice from msshed berries
and mix with sugar. Cook sugar
and juice fpr five minutes. Add berrie* to syrup and mix well. Cook
until thick. Pour into hot sterilized glasses and seal at once with a
la thin layer of .paraffin. When cold
with another layer of para-

m

JAMESTOWN

•on of

Traveling Around America

Mrg. John Vander Kooy and Mrs.
Paul Ensing- and Miss Ella Ensing
attended the miscellaneous shower
honoringMiss'fiuth Brinks, brideto be, given by her mother, Mrs.
George Brinks at her home in Bea.
verdam. Miss Brinks will become
the bride of Harry Eraser of Hudsonville in June.

Mrs. Wm. Rues and children
spent a few days at their cottage
at Green Lake.
Mn. Burton Hall attended a
birthday party on her father, Mr.
Edward Nederveld last Wednesday

use a

Feathertbuch!
It

paper without even the pressme
of its own weight. Platinumin
the writing (laid channel of the
Feathertonchpoint makes possible
perfect two-way writlng-a natural
script

fine

line

Bal-

ance shape makes it easy to bold

•

the one-stroke vacuum-filler
makes
it

easy to fill, empty and thorough-

ly

dean. Remember

that all Sheaf

•

pens, whether of lever type or

[visible-barreltype, are one stroke

Ivacuum-fillers! Try

a

Brink’s Bookstore
— Holland

Phone 4345

Time

are just a

few

Holland, Mich., May 31, 1939

Now

The Common Council met in
special session pursuant to adlournment and was called to order
by the Mayor.

The purpose of the meeting was
and publicly
reading bids on Contract No. 5
Mr. John Wyma, principal of
covering Electrical work in connecthe local school, and Mr. Richtion with the construction of the
ard Vanden Berg of the intermedinew Power Plant.
ate grades and Miss Clarissa GunGrt(0 Liu*
Present: Mayor Henry Geerlings,
neman, teacher of the primary
ROBINSON CRUSOE’S
Aids. Kleis, Drinkwater, Kalkman,
grade have been re-engagedfor
'THIS is the famous cays in which which her restaurants are world- Vandenberg,Steffens,Ketel, Raythe coming year.
Robinson Crusos prepared bis famed. Many travelersalso make mond, Smith, and Mooi. In the abThe commencement exercises of
sence of the City Clerk, Mr. Gerrit
the tenth grade of Jamestown high meager meals and found shelter dur- Ashing or sightseeingexcursionsto Appledorn, Clerk of the Board of
school were held Tuesday evening ing his lonely nights.It Is on the Juan Fernandex while visiting Chile Public Works, acted as City Clerk.
at 8 p. m. in the Y.M.C.A. auditor- Island of M&s a Tlerra now known on the weekly cruises from New
The following members of the
ium. The program follows: Proces- as Robinson Crusoe’s isle, one of the York.
Board of Public Works were also
sional — March, Romaine, was play- Juan Fernandes group named after
Very few people live on the island present: Vande Water, McLean,
ed by Mrs. Della Bowman; Invoca- the explorer who discoveredthem in
even today. They are gathered four Geerds, Smeenge. Also present
tion by the Rev. John Wolterink of
1574— -365 miles west of Valparaiso, hundred strong In the litUe settle- was Norman B. Laing, electrical
Forest Grove; Several Selections
engineer of the firm of Giffels&
r receiving, opening

1,1
CAVE

to

Think

of the

ment

of

San Juan Bautista—a cluster

of log huts set In gorgeous gardens

with schools, postofflee, wireless
station, church and clinic. A short
walk from the bay la the cave In
which Selkirk,or “Crusoe" lived;

and dominating the Island Is the
anvil-shapedEl tunque, on whose

Vallet, Consulting Engineer Chas.
A. Hamilton of the firm of Hamilton & Weeber, and Mr. R. B. MacDo w e 1, resident engineer for
P.W.A.
1

The following sworn statement
was presented by Norman B.

Laing, electrical engineer, of the
firm of Giffels & Vallet: •
“State of Michigan
County of Wayne
his lonely vigil.
“1, Norman B. Laing, being first
duly sworn, depose and say that I
lyn Reus, Priscilla Petroelje;Pres- 12th grade graduates of the Hud- am electrical engineer of the firm
entation of Diplomas, Dr. Reus, sonville high school will be held of Giffels & Vallet, Inc., Associate
member of board of education;Val- Sunday, June 4 at the Hudsonville Engineers for the City of Holland,
edictory,“Wisdom is Better Than auditorium. Gradurition exercises Mich, on the Electric Generating
Rubies," Jane Reus; Benediction by ,will be held Wednesdayevening, Station, Contract No. 5; that all
Rev. J. Wolterink. The graduates June 7 at the Hudsonville auditor- prosnectivebidders have been supare: Joyce Lammers, Priscilla ium. The graduates from here are plied with all addenda to the
Petroelje,Evelyn Reus, Jane Reus, Fannie De Klein, Gerald Van SpecificationDocuments for ConMyra Sneden, Fred Tacoma, George Noord, Ivan Sneden, Justin Leen- tract No. 6 for the City of Holland,
Van Rhee.
Mich., dated April 22, 1939; that
heer.
The Christian Endeavor society Miss Jessie Idema was a guest said* addenda have been issued in
met Sundav evening with Mrs. An- of honor at a surprise miscellan- ample time for proper considerageline Lubbinge as the leader. The
tion to prepare bids.
eous shower given in her honor by
topic for discussion was “Source
"Norman B. Laing.”
Mrs. Neal Edema at the Edema
of SpiritualPower.” Next Sunday
The following bids were rehome at Byron Center on Wednesevening Hartzel Holleman will lead
ceived:
day. Those present were: Misses
the discussion.
1. Hatzel Beuhler,Inc., New
Jeanette and Cynthia Lammers,
York — $102,400.00.
Ella Ensing, Florence Redder, 2. Hall ElectricCo., Muskegon,
OLIVE CENTER
Pauline Hall, Julia Grit, Ruth Van
Mich. — $104398.00.
Oss, Jessie Idema, Janet Costen,
3. Electric Construction and
Hermina
and
Grace
Edema,
Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Timmerman from
Machine
Co., Kalamazoo, Mich
Bauer called on Mr. and Mrs. Oli- Lambert Idema and Mrs. Neal E.

of

SUMMER FURNITURE
Here

myTFyTFWvyFyiTfmf

by the school orchestra;Salutatory
Defoe’s novel "Robinson Crusoe"
"leisure Time” by Priscilla Petroelje; Violin Duet — Myra Sneden, was based upon the stories told to
and Joyce Lammors; Class Will by him by the pirate captain, Alexander
Joyce Lammers, Fred Tacoma; Selkirk, concerning his adventures
Class Prophecy read by Joyce while marooned on this lonely Island
Lammers, Evelyn Reus, George from 1704 to 1709. Schooners sail
Van Rhee, Myra Sneden.
weekly from Valparaiso to these
Saxophone Solo, Evelyn Reus; islandsto take supplies to the InAddress, ‘‘Grapes or Giants” by habitantsand to bring back to Chile
Rev. Wm. Van’t Hof, pastor of the the perfectly deliciouslobsters for
Third Reformed church of Holland;
Piano Duet, ‘‘April Smiles,” Eve-

priced from $I7S up.

St.

COMMON COUNCIL

chief port for Chile.

Sheaf fer

IFeathertouch-novI Sheaffer s are

48 E. 8th

AAAAaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa

The local school childrenenjoyed
the last day of school Monday. The
annual school picnic was held on
Tuesday at Johnson park. A picnic dinner was enjoyed at noon
after which games were played.

pen that glides smoothly over the

Ifer

of Holland vis-

odist Episcopal church.

takes ao effort to write with a

when held normally, a
when turned over. The

*

Mrs. Paul Ensing,
John
Vander Kooy, Miss Ella Ensing attended a miscellaneous shower in
honor of Miss Ruth Brinks given
by her mother, Mrs. George Brinks
at Beaverdam.

Mr. and Mrs. Ed Van. Haften,
Mrs. L. Van Haften and Ray.
Mr. and Mrs. Burr Rynbrandt
have moved their household goods
into the house recently vacated by
Mr. and Mrs. Herman De Vries.
The membership papers of Mr.
and Mrs. Raymond Brummel have
been removed to the Buraips Meth-

anymoreI

evening.Mre.

ited

me

tires

mo

dav.

Junior Rues, son of Mr. and Mrs.
William Rues, broke his collar bone
when he fell from his bicycle on
Wednesday. He was taken to Butterworth hospital and returned to
his home later in the evening.

Wayne Blake

son.

Mr. and Mn. Simon Vander
Kooy and sons of South Holland,
111., called on Mr. and Mn. John
Vander Kooy and children on Mon-

Kooy and sons of South Holland,
111., visited Monday with Mr. and
Mrs. John Vander Kooy.

Mr.

Rapids called on Dr.

Mr. and Mn. Jacob Van Weelde
•re spending a few weeks at the
Reu’s cottage at Green Lake.

Mr. and Mrs. Simon Vander

Writing
never

Gnmd

and Mri. Wm. Rues and children
and Mr. and Mn. John Wyma and

many splendid offerings

awaiting your inspection.

Porch

summit 2600 feet above the sea, Selkirk built his signal fires and kept

—

Gliders

$103,000.00.

Edema, Mrs. Edema. Games were
ver Banks Tuesday afternoon.
4. John Miller Electric Co.,
Mr. and Mrs. Wybe Stremler of played and prizes were won by Detroit, Mich. — $127,115.00.
Janet
Lamers
and
Hermina
Edema.
Zeeland were supper guestg at the
5. Commercial EngineeringCo.,
home of Mr?. James Knoll and fam- A delicious two-course luncheon Detroit,Mich — $103,884.00.
was served and the bride-to-bereily Tuesday evening.
6. The J. Livingston Co., Detroit,
Mrs. Martin Nienhuis entertain- ceived many beautiful and useful Mich. — $106,000.00.
gifts.
Those
who
were
unable
to
ated with a shower for Miss Grace
7. Koontz-Wagner Electric Co.,
Prince from Grand Rapids Thurs- tend were: Sarella Van Oss, Cecilia South Bend, Ind. - $103,620.00.
day evening. Miss Prince will be- Lamnjers, Mrs. Bert Van Oss, Jo8. Clement Industrial Electric
come the bride of Willard Nienhuis hanna and Albertha Nederveld, Co., Grand Rapids, Mich. — $107,Fannie
Goorhouse,
Pearl
Weurding,
in June. She received many beauti730.00.
Fannie De Klein, Francena Tigeful and useful gifts.
9. Broker Engineering Co.,
laar, Lorena Grit.
Miss Mildred Brandsen from
Detroit, Mich. — $108,800.00.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Sneden and
Crisp, and Lester Dams were unit10. Dearborn Electrical Construced in marriage Thursday evening Myra have returned hoipo - tion Co., Chicago, III.— $101,270.00.
by Rev. P. D. Van Vliet. They left spending a few days at the World's
On motion of Aid. Kleis,
on a short wedding trip and will Fair at New York.
Bids were referred to the Board
make their home at Olive Center. Several local young people at- of Public Works together with the
Congratulations!
tended the play, “Two Days to consulting engineersfor further
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Nienhuis Marry,” given by the Vriesland tabulation and consideration.
and family visited in Grand Rap- young people on Thursday and FriAdopted,all present voting aye.
ids with Mr. and Mrs. David Van day evening at the Vriesland town
Adjourned.
Vliet Tuesday afternoon.
hall.
OSCAR PETERSON,

$11.95 up

PORCH CHAIRS
$4.95

Steamer Chairs
97c and up

LAWN SEATS
97c and up

De Vries & Dornbos

City Clerk.
Mrs. Ed Vanden Brink visited a
HKT
few days with Mr. and Mrs. Ernest
Mr. and Mrs. Burr Rynbrandt Klintenberg at Byron Center.
Zgg&$SSS&K
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Bowman and
called on their father, Mr. John
Baker of Zutphen, who is confined son of Beaverdam visked Wednesday evening with their parents,
to his bed with blood poisoning.
Mr. and Mrs. John Vander Kooy Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Bowman.
Mrs. John Huizenga and daugh- AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAIAAA
and children visited Mr. and Mrs.
Lester Voelkers and children of ter of Grandville spent last ThursJune 11, 1939.
day with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Zeeland on Sunday evening.
• •
Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Meyer are Jacob Heyboer.
Paul
Solves
Church
Problems— I
Mr. and Mrs. Dick Reyers of
the happy parents of a son born
Grand Rapids visited Mr. Bert W. Corinthians 1:1-3, 10, 11; 4:14-21.
Monday, May 30.
• • •
The annual Sunday School pic- Ensing and family and Mrs. Paul
Henry Geerlings
nic will be held Wednesday, June Nederveld on Saturday evening.
«
• •
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Van Haf14.
The
apostle
Paul
had the habit
The Ensing reunion will be held ten accompaniedMr. and Mrs. Alat the Hudsonville auditorium on bert De Weerd of Hudsonville to of identifying himself in the bethe St. Mary's hospital where the ginning of his epistles. He was not
the evening of June 14th.
Miss Jane Corten was a guest De Weerd’s 6-year-old son is con- in the work of preaching the gospel
because of his own choice but for
of honor at the home of her par- fined with pneumonia.
The Girls’ League for Service of the reason that he had been callents, Mr. and Mrs. John Coster on
Tuesday evening. Those attending the Second Reformed church will ed into it by the will of God and
were the uncles and aunts of the meet Friday evening at the church through the manifestationof Christ
to him. That very fact gave him
bride-to-be. She received beauti- parlors.
Mr. and Mrs. John Nederveld the authority to address himself
ful and useful gifts.
Josie Overzet returned to h e r and childrenof Ivan Rest; Mr. and to the churches he established,for
home after having been confined Mrs. Lester Riemersma of Grand the purpose of instructing them
to Zeeland hospital for about a Rapids were callers of Mr. and and, if need be, rebuking them.
But, for the most part, it was the
Mrs. John Roelofs.
week.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Wolterink and fatherly attitude he assume^ toBaccalaureateservices of the

JAMESTOWN

Co.

40-44 East Eighth St., Holland, Michigan

for Health, Beauty and

PROFITS FOR MICHIGAN PRODUCERS!
SAVINGS FOR MICHIGAN CONSUMERS!

Buy Michigan Made Products from the

SUNDAY SCHOOL
LESSON

THE HOME OF GOOD FURNITURE

HOT WtTER OK

JOBS FOR MICHIGAN WORKERS!

UP.

Convenience

The

Expires June 24—8206

Expires June 24—9721

STATE OF MICHIGAN

STATE OF MICHIGAN

Farm, Mine and Factory
L=Several groups of merchants in Michigan are

coopering. Michigan

Day was promulgated by twenty-five of the leading chain group
with headquartersat Lansing and other merchants of other groups
and independents were invited to participate and many of the Holland merchants also of different groups are fostering and participating in this sale.
as did the

ward them, even when they were
seriously in error. Sosthcneshad
been a ruler of the synagogue in
Corinth when Paul was preaching
there, and it is probable this is the
same man, being converted through

Governor Luren N. Dickinson gave

mayors of many of the leading Michigan

a

proclamation

cities.

Michigan Days

Probate Coart for the CounThe Probate Court for the Coun
ty of Ottawa.
ty of Ottawa.
a session of said Court, held
At a session of aaid Court, held the preaching of the apostle.
v&t the Probate Office in the City of
Paul addresses the membership
at the Probate Office in the City of
Grand Haven in said County, on Grand Haven in the said County, of the church as saints. The word
the 1st day of June, A. D., on the 1st day of June, A. D., “saint” with its requirementof
i939.
consecration, has passed out of
1939.
Present, Hon. Cora Vande Wacommon use. Yet saintlinessis the
Present, Hon. Cora Vande WaJer, Judge of Probate.
note of the Christian life. The
the Matter of the Estate of ter, Judge of Probate.
common reproachuttered by the
Alice F. Herbert DeVries, DeIn the Matter of the Estate of world is that Christian people are
ased.
/
Daniel Bertsch, Deceased.
not saints. Even with its undisOrder for Publication.
Order for Publication.
ceraing eyes the world under^=5
GRAND RAPIDS TRUST The GRAND RAPIDS TRUST stands what Christ was, and what
COMPANY, a Michigan corpora- COMPANY, a Michigan corpora- his followers should be.
tion, of Grand Rapids, Michigan, tion, of Grand Rapids, Michigan,
To beepme a saint is simply to
(having filed in said Court its Sev- having filed \ in said Court ks consecrate oneself by a dedication in the church at Corinth. There ferences and their consequent dan- pate, and should anticipate,
enteenth Annual Account as Trus- Eleventh Annual Account as Suc- which implies a separation from were many perplexing- situations. gers must be checked. A divided thing specialin the lives of
tee under the Eleventh Paragraph cessor Trustee^ under the Will of all that is evil and the keeping of People did not adhere to the teach- church was in danger of not being tian people.But after we hat
before ourselves this goffi f
of the Will of said Deceased, and said Deceased, and its petition a covenant with God. This conseing received from Paul. Alien a church at all very long. These disciples of Christ, we must
its petitionpraying for the allow- praying for the allowance of said cration is the full surrender of all
ance thereof and for the allowance account, for the allowance of its we are and all we have. Saintliness teachers hau come in to unsettle rivalries led to quarreling and ourselves that perfectionat
of its fees as in said account set fees as such Trustee, and for all may be full of mystery, even to the faith of the members. Prac- quarreling neither settles anything plete sanctification do not 1
tices foreign to the Christian nor builds anythingsubstantial.
church members. The chui—
forth,
matters therein set forth,
the end. But consecration is the church had a way of creeping in
We face .many of the problems group of humans striving to
IT IS ORDERED, That the 5th
IT IS ORDERED, That the 6th pathway along which we travel to
day of July, A. D., 1939, at ten o’- day of July, A. D., 1939, at ten o’- It The full surrender is the en- with the sanction of the people. today which confronted Paul in the saints.
How was Paul to get through these early Christian churches. He atclock in the forenoon, at said Pro- clock in the forenoon at said Pro- tering into that path, and the feaThe omy way «to soli
perplexities
way' tempted to solve church difficulty
dexities in a Christian way?
bate Office, be and is hereby ap- bate Office be and is hereby ap- tures of its experience are simple
problems is to see to it
What solutioncould he propose fo by means of Christian solutions and spiritualtone of the co
pointed for examining and allow- pointed for examining and allow- and definite.
1
problems, some of whic' has left for us the inspirationand
ing said account and hearing said ing said account and hearing said
is held high. People will
in<f pr0^em8’ BOm*e 0** wh,c^
But saintlinessis not the enter- horde
------- on threats of disaster?
example to solve our congregation- will attend church
petition.
petition.
ing of any qrder, or the adoption
The apostle had been away from al and church problems in the same will live
It is Further Ordered, That PubIt is FurthferOrdered, That pub of any distinctivegarb or mode
Corinth some time. The faith of manner.
nore OUV-lalUJ
HUIW?
lic notice thereof be given by pub- lie notice thereof be given by pub- of speech. It is not the privi!
its members had been unsettled. One of the difficultthings which dom of God
lication of a copy hereof for three lication of a copy of this order for of a certain 'iemperament
ipera
or
— --I j 0 — - i- — i--.need w
The old practices had been upset.
successive weeks previous to said three successivew«eks previous to peculiar effect of special cirtumLoyalty to other teachers had been
meet the
day of hearing in the Holland City said day of bearing, in the Hol- stances. In the New TesUment
lems in ,
News, a newspaper printed and land City News, a newspaperprint- saintlinessis the expectation from established.Paul was at the disadvantage of trying to get theae are human, and their organ!—
circulatedin said County.
ed and circulatedin said county- all who have named the name of
back to the true' faith as comprise intenselyhuman material,
Cora Vande Water,
CORA VANDE WATER Christ. It is the token and proof people
he had taught it Much was expec- The church is a divine ......
Judge of Probate.
Judge of Probate of their redemption. It is the state
of their souls. It
Of their ch erector
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LOCAL NEWS

all at home; and several brothers
and sisters. He was formerly employed at the office of the Holland

THREE CARS INVOLVED INI
UNUSUAL ACCIDENT; GAS

Commissioners

.

.

plaintsbe referred to the committee on streetsand crosswalks with
the power to act. and the recommendationthat the paths be covered with adphalt
a a e

_____

A group of VFW members went

to Holland high school Wednesday tM« city and ____ _ _ _ __
morning to present Maurice Dams in the future will be Geerds-Veltwith the prise he won in the sev- man. Mr. Geerds of course contina meeting of the Auxiliary of
An
unusual
accident
occurred
The Faculty Vrouwen were enenth diatrictessay contest He ues as the senior partner of the
Thursday evening when the car
Erelyu Van Kampen was tertained by the Holland School(continued from page 1)
won first place, and was presented firm.
driven by Sam Carini, 18, of R. R.
supporter to the cnaplain; men’s club Wednesday night near
The suggestionwas made by with modemistieally designed book Mr. Veltman is a native of this
2, West Olive, coUided with two approved when aupported by AM.
_ _____ Spyk, supporter to past Port Sheldon at the boy scout
Aid. Vanden Berg that perhaps the ends. Libby Parsons made the pre- city, having been born and brought
madame president;and Beatrice De cabin. A picnic lunch was served, TO RETAIN OFFICER BORft AS cars and then ran into a filling sta- Prms and Mootlibrarycould be expanded Into the sentationspeech. He won second up here. He is the son of Mr. and
a a a
Witt, flag bearer.
tion, wrecking one of the brick piland ball games and cards were
According to Assistant Postmas- played. Those in charge were Er- SPECIAL POLICE; RECOM- lars and then knocking down two
A letter from the board of pub-i office space now used by the board place In the local contest. This Mr«. Ben Veltman of 287 West
of public works If the fatter board contestwas sponsored by the
18th Street He attended and gradMEND
O’CONNOR
AND
BONgasoline
pumps.
John Gmengoed,the commem- vin Hanson, Clyde Geerlings,Thelie works recommending no change
la going to move out when their auxiliary.
uated from
local Chrutian
stamp on the centennialan- odore Carter, Joseph Moran, Supt.
Carini, together with three other in the rates for light, water and
TEKOE AS WATCHMEN
new building is completed. He
----- o
primary and high schoolsand comyoung men from West Olive, Mar- power was approved.
ry of baseballin the United E. E. Fell, and Richard Martin.
moved
that
a
meeting
be
called
a a a
Donald Harvey of R. R. 5, Grand pleted an electrical engineering
will be issued June 12, and
ion van Slooten, Arven Davie and
This Friday afternoon marks the
The board of Police and Fire Gerald Groenewond,had been play, The monthly report of City In- of the two boards to discuss the Rapids, paid a fine of $6.00 and coune at Calvin College, Grand
Jk desiring them should bring
last meeting of the season of the
possibiliUes,and that a council costs for failureto have his driv- Rapids. He is also a graduate of
Commissionersmet in regular ses- ing ball at the 19th Street dia- spector Wierama waa filed.
_____ self-addressedenvelopes and
Eunice Aid society.The meeting
committee be appointed to also er's license. Harvey was arrested the Refrigeration and Air Condia • a
three cents to the post office as will begin at 2:30 in the parlors sion Monday and at that time dis- monds, Holland, and were returncussed several matters which came ing home on U.S.-31. Nearing the
as possible. The envelope and
The annual report of the library look into the matter. Aldermen when his car and that of James tioning Institute of Chicago.
of the FourteenthSt. Chr. Ref.
up before the meeting in which the intereectionwhere the abort cut given by Miss Dora Schermer was Vanden Berg, Ketel and Steffens Van Dyka of 455 Central Avenue
Although this is Mr. Veltmsn’s
cents will be sent to Cooperschurch.
coming fourth of July and the sale to the beach cuts across U.S.-31. retd by City Clerk Oscar Peterson were appointed to the committee collided Saturday on 14th and Col- first venture into the business
T town. New York, whfere the stamp
Morning services at Fourteenth and shootingof fireworks which Carini attempted to pass the car and indicateda gain in the usa of by the mayor.
|umbia Avenues. The Harvey ear world, it would seem that he is
Will be put on the envelope, canwas turned over by force of the well equipped for the field in which
aaOed, and then returned to the St. Chr. Ref. church this Sunday usually accompaniesthis national of Nicholas 8. Fortuin who at that books in Holland. 8,295 more books
will be in charge of candidate L. holiday,was also discussedand de“ked by Aid. Steffens if impact
he has made his choice.
time was turning off the highway were lent from the libraryin 1988 ,
ft. tender. Others desiring these
Oostendorp.
In
the
evening
Prof.
cisionsmade in regard to same. It toward Zeeland. The Carini car than in 1987, and 4.73 book* per the softball teams the city could
ahould send the envelopes and three
The firm will continue to sell the
seme products as heretofor, and
cents to the Cooperstownpostmas- G. Charles Aalderf, professor of seems that since Michigan as a struck the Fortuin car, breaking capita were drawn during the year. not play under the lights at RivLOCAL FIRM CHANGES PER- will also continue as before with
ter. On June 13 the stamps can be Old Testament branches at the state has banned the sale of fire- windows and shoving the car into The library contains17,876 vol- erview Park. Aid. Raymond reI'
Free University of Amsterdam, works, a great deal of this mer- the driveway of the W. and W. gas- umes and subscribesto 131 perio'd- plied that there is a possibility that
ir obtained locally.
their service department Tho
BONN EL; ALSO
will
be
in
charge.
He
is
a
synodical
a diamond will be provided in the
chandise has been shipped in from oline station located there.
Geerds-VeltmanElectric company
Miss Hanna* G. Hoekje’s class
icals.
right outfieldof the baseball diaof Third Reformed church, the delegateto the Reformed and our neighboring states, Indiana and Carini’s car continued on its
a a a
is located at 250 River Avenue.
The
loeal
firm
of.
which
Arthur
Gleaners, will hold an old-fash ipn- Christian Reformed church.
Ohio. For that reason the police way, out of control, and crashed
A letter from the board of police mond, but that the teams using the IGeerds of this city is the senior
Miss Iva Stanton’s students at have been somewhat lenient the into the csr of Peter J. Elliott, of and fire commissioners recommend- field would be required to pay the
; ed pot-luck tonight,Friday, at the
partner,and which was known
Mr. and • Mrs. George Tinholt,
cottage of Mr. and Mrs. John Mul- East Junior high school are to past few years when local mer- the De Vries-DornbosFurniture ing that former officers Dave O’- hlgheet figure of either $20 or 20%
since its reorganization a year ago Misses Donna Tinholt and Suxanno
of the gate receipta for each game
ler. Those attending are asked to visit the NetherlandsMuseum at chants sold such articles as cap company. The Elliott car was
Connor and Peter Bontekoe be givthe Geerds-RoseberryElectric Jacobussewere tn Grand Rapids
bring their own table service. Mrs. 2:20 p. m. today, Friday.
pistols, and harmless fireworks parked in the driveway of the en watchingjobs at the city hall played on the field.
company, iust recently made a Wednesdaynight to attend the
•
t
*
G. Vender Borgh and Mrs. R. KuiDr. and Mrs. John Pieper at- which Include sparklers,and other James Schuiling filling station at and the Littlle Netherlands,rechnnge In the personnel of the firm. wedding of Miss Grace Hekman
jWS are In charge of transporta- tended the lecture given by Dr. non-explosive fireworks.Chief An- the Beechwood intersection, and the spectively,was referred to the
Council adjourned until Friday The intereata formerly owned by and Henry Bruinsma, which took
Skeffington,at the eye clinic in tics stated that a number of mer- impact shoved the car to the wall. committeeon ways and means on at 5:15 p.m. when the contract will George Roseberry have been
place in Calvin Seminary chapel.
George and Edith Wiiner, both Grand Rapids Wednesday evening. chants had anproached him this Mr. Elliott escaped injury, however the motion of Aid. Kleb.
be let for the electrical work on
year
and
asked
if
they
were
to
be
his
mother-in-law
who
was
with
of Giheon, Allegan county, will be This lecture was sponsored by the
the new power plant.
a a a
permitted to sell fireworks, and the Mr. Elliott sufferedfrom shock and
graduated from Holland high school national extension program.
Aid.
Menken
called
the
council's
Chief thought it best that the board was severely shaken up. The atplhis June/
attention to the fact that there
Mr. and Mrs. William Modders,
About 65 members and guests OFFICERS ELECTED AT OUT- mi\ke a decision in this matter. tendant who had waited on Mr. El- is a parking problem on East 24th 187 West 18th at., are in Sault Ste.
After some discussion Chief Blom liott had only just moved away to
were present at the last meeting of
DOOR MEETING OF LIONS stated that since the state law for- take care of another customer who Street at t n e Baker Furniture Marie .where Mr. Modders has a
Typewriters, desk sets, fountain pens, book ends,
the Maple Ave. Christian school
CLUB
lant. He moved that the matter plumbin'? contract.They will rebids the sale of fireworks of any drove up, and thus escaped injurcircle, which was held Tuesday
main
for
the
summer.
-- referred to the police board
ripper eases and ring books. Kodsks-bill folds,
kind he thought it best to abide ies.
evening. Devotions were in charge
About 55 members were
present by that provision of that law, and
. e pr
Before striking the Elliott car, with the power to erect the proper
of Mrs. D. Zwier, and group sing- at an outdoor meeting of the Holbooks and bibles.
that local merchants also be pro- the Carini car crashed into one of signs and markers. Approved.
Mr. and Mrs. N. Pieper and dauing was led by Miss Van Haitsma. land Lions club at the Holland
a
a
a
ghter, Ruth Elaine, and Miss Mary
Mbs Helene De Goede gave a pa- Country Club, Tuesday.Dinner at hibited from selling same. On mo- the brick pillars, wrecking it and
Aid. Raymond said that he has Pieper have returned from a trip
per on cooperation,and the Miss- 6:30 followed the 5 o’clock game tion of Commisjoner Steketee, the then knocked down two of the gasSc*
Display at $1,00
board voted to ban all fireworks. oline pumps. This caused a dan- received a number of complaints east, where they visited Mr. and
es Susanne Jacobusse and Bouws- of indoor.
Since the ruling is in keeping with gerous fire hazard for a time, since relative to the poor condition of Mrs. H. B. Hessler at Meriden.
ma rendered a piano duet. A panL
Carl Harrington, retiring presitomime was enacted by J. De Vries, dent, presided at the business the state law, Chief Ar\tles was a crowd collected immediately after the cinder paths in Riverview Conn., and also attended the New
Gertrude Mouw, Annette Bos, meeting, and the following officers also authorized to confiscate any the accident, and a number of those Park, and moved that the com- York World’s Fair.
•'v
Katherine Bratt, and Mrs. J. A. were elected: president, Russell shipment of fireworks that came to present were smoking and using
matches. Deputy William Van
Swets. Miss Van Haitsma also Haight; first vice president, Ray Holland.
gave a solo. Hostesses were Mrs. L. Smith; second vice president, Another matter brought up be- Etta who was on the job, called in
H. Tuls, Mrs. G. Vsnder Bie, Mrs. Harry Wicskamp; third vice pres- fore the board by Chief Antles was local police, and officers Nelson
R O G E R1
H. Steinstrs,. and Mrs. G. Kaan- dent. Dr. James Cook; secretary, the recommendationto appoint as Plagenhoef and Chester Lokker
went
to
the
scene
of
the
accident
* hoek. The group joined in repeat- Neil Wiersma; treasurer,Don Zwe- regular officer, Henry Borr, who
immediatelyto handle traffic and
ingthe Lord’s prayer.
mer; Lion tamer, Jerry Houting; has served as special officer for a
Funeral arrangements were as tail twister, Vernon Klomparens; long time. Mr. Antles stated that keep back the onlookers.
The young men in the Carini
yet indefiniteat 5 o’clock this directors for one year, Gerald Bol- he was in need of another officer,
Thursday for Benjamin Timmer of huis and Burt Post; directors for and that he felt that Borr would car were injuredwith the exception
418 Central Ave., who died at two years, Wally Stolp and Henry mfke a capable full-time officer. of Groenewoud. Carini received
employs thousands of Michigan citizens,
Blodgett hospital, Grand Rapids. Ter Haar. The board of directors The board recently adopted the cuts and bruises, Van Slooten who
Thursday morning. He was taken is composed of these new officers system of civil service examina- attends Holland high school, a badspends millions for Michigan products, plays- a big
ly injured jaw, and Davis a broken
to the hospital Monday for treat- and the retiring president.
tions, which also includes physical
right arm and leg. The injured
raent
of
nephritb.
Survivors
are
part in Michigan's prosperity.
- Kroger
examinations
and
specifies
an
age
Sv
Mr. Houting opened the program
th« widow, Mrs. Maude Timmer; by leading community singing. limit. CommissionerSteketee stat- were taken to Holland hospital.
Profit of Kroiiei''s
offers the state s finest products at stock -up prices.
three sons, John Marvin, Ben How- Eugene Heeler’s woodwind ensem- ed that the appointmentof Bonard and Donald, of Holland; two ble also entertainedwith some in this way would be a violation of
Buy now - help yourself - boost our state!
daughters, Beatrice and Mae Jean, numbers. Mr. Heeler and Bill Nies this ruling. He suggested, howi'.
showed a group of motion pic- ever, that Borr could be retained
Star indicates products grown or produced in
LeRoy Naber, well known young tures of Tulip Time, the band re- as full-timeofficer under the rating
Michigan.
man of thb city has opened a new view, and parade.
of special police. Although some
place of business at 65 East 8th
On July 5 "Ladies Night” will of the commissionerscontended
Street near College,to be known be held at the Country Club, when that the ruling of the civil service
"OTICEj - LAST
AT
VALDES
as Naber’* Market Mr. Naber has the new officers will be installed, system applied only to new men,
"MICHIGAN
RIGHT
had the building he is occupying and on July 28 a "Lions’ Nitc” will the board decided
— _ to
„ accept the STATE COMMERCIAL AND SAVfully redecorated and put into fine be sponsored by the local club at suggestionas made by Steketee.
INGS BANK WOULD JOIN
La Choy - Michigan Packed
shape in every way, painting the Saugatuck, when all the clubs of retaining Borr as full-time “special
WITH ZEELAND'S OLDEST
Michigan Churned - Troth
•tore front a pure white. He will Western Michigan will congregate. police.” As special police, Borr has
Michigan Mild Cream
Heap Sproits 3
25c
BANK
carry a complete line of meats,
Guests included John Plain, not worn a uniform, and the Chief
Cheese
isc
canned goods, ctt., and invites his manager of the pavilion at Sauga- stated that since he intended to
Mich. Packed-LaChar Chow Mob
Plans arc now under way to
friends to come in and give his tuck and past president of the use Borr on regular beats he felt
Michigan Baked - Coooanut Gold
25c
•tore the “once over.”
Woodlawn Lions Club, and his son. Borr should also be attiredin uni- make Zeeland’s two banks one
form . Borr was voted an allow- bank. . Stockholders of the Zeeland
Layer
25c
Milled at Portland. Mick.
Country Club - Choice Michigan
ance for clothing as has been done State Bank and of the State Commercial and Savings bank of Zeefor regular police.
Graai BapMa Bakad — trap Tqpad
Illy
69c
land have been asked to ratify the
Another matter brought to the sale of the State Commercial deCoffee Cake La*.*, to*
Heakel'sBeet
attention of the board by Mr. An- posits, liabilities to the Zeeland
Hot Dated at loaetlaeOreae - Kroger .
Mlaed at Maalehee di
tles was the variety of badges State Bank. It ia understood that
75c
lb.
worn by police officers.Chief An- the State Commercial bank stockleakers Petrel Ceke Flew 5 ft. seek 25e
COFFEE
bag
Iodized
I*
tles stated that it would be better holders will hold a meeting MonMichigan Packed - Jordan
if all were alike. He said that the day, and the stockholders of the
Fr— oat Packed — Gerber's Strained
Michigan Grown and Rafinad
u
Forbes Stamp Co. of Grand Rap- Zeeland State bank will have a sim25c
ids had worked out a new design ilar meeting on Tuesday.
Baby
29c.
Miff'd ia Grand Kapidf
and that about ten cap and coat
cloth
This action, the state bank offiMichigan Packed
badges would be needed. The badg- cials of Zeeland contend, is ratibag
Wheat
pi,, ic
es will be purchased, all officers fied by the state banking departGerber’s
15c
With puchase of 1 pkg. at UJa
25-lb. paper bag
wing required to place a deposit ment as well as the Federal Refor these, according to a motion serve.
Michigan'sGreatat Bread Value
made and carried by the Jward.
Mr. Ed Den Herder, president
Prices Slashed 35%
Another revolver will also be of the Zeeland State bank, states
m
purchased by the department. For- that should the arrangement go
mer Chief Frank Van Ry did not through, the matter will be an outSpecially Priced - Michigan Baked
PER 20 lb.
carry a gun. Antles stated, and right transactionin which the Zeetherefore he brought in the request land State bank buys the deposit
of buying a gun which he could liabilitiesof the State Commercial
#
Available with many styles of moderne Gas Ranges
carry. The board authorized the and Savings bank.
Milled at Lowell Michigan
Negotiations have been pending
Chief to buy a gun for himself.
as $39.50
Fire Chief Blom requested that the last ten weeks by the boards
pumper No. 2, which is about 15 of directors of the two banks beProw Lowell Mich. - Cider
Installed complete with 2 full tanks
years old, be given a new coat of fore it was given final approval. It
Siicerlty •<><
Iced
uik.pt, 25c
caiionb*ik
paint since the paint is beginning is now up to the stockholders of
King’s
Flak#
Flour
24%-lb.
sack
50c
Michigan Packed Bartlett
to peel. A bid of $85 has been ob- the two banks to either approve or
Grand Sapid. Made Mat
tained from Harry Klomparens, he reject these plans.
Battle Creek Made - Eellogg'. Corn flake, or
»°*oon IQc
uib bog iQc
Should the deal be consummated,
said. The board stated that $1,000
had been set aside for special polic- the combined assets of the two
Country Club Extra Smooth
BagMa ara. VaaatiM Land ar
ing at Tulip Time and that there banking institutions would amount
to
approximately
$3,000,000,
and
<<»
10c
Salad Dresslig ““f 31c
was a balance of $119.89 on hand
King's Yellow - Michigan Milled
of this amount, and they felt that the capital and reserve accounts
Pieeeedat Lawton. Mich.-W.lch'.
lb.
the cost of painting the truck could approximately a quarter of
Miracle
Q“f 33c
bag
million
dollars.
Tentative
be
paid
out
of
this
balance.
A
letGrape
pot
21
e
All
10
Salad Dressing
plans
are
to
move
the
physical
ter from Tulip Time Manager Sipp
Michigan Choico - Selected
Houtman in which Mr. Houtman assets of the State Commercial to
Free
and
praised the local department for the Zeeland State Bank, and John
their splendid work in handling the Walters, Miss Helen Meeuwsen.
trafficsituationduring Tulip Time, now connected with the State
was accepted and filed. The board Commercial bank, will join the
also filed an applicationfrom Ed- Zeeland State bank staff. Cashier
ward Campbell,Hastings chief of Fred P. Kieft, it is understood, will
police, for the positionof Holland accept a responsible position elsewhere.
chief of police.
The Zeeland State Bank will have
A resolution recommending for- its fine reconstructedfire-proof
Avalon — Extra Strength
mer Police OfficerDave O'Connor bank ready for occupancyJuly 15.
y
as watchman at the city hall and The interior is said to be the last
Waldorf
4
15c
i Qc
former Police Officer Peter BonScot-tissu. 3 roll. S3o
word in bank construction of that
at
all
Kroger
Stores
tekoe as watchman at the Little
Grand Sapid. Mad. Trump
type, and the remodeling will add
Netherlands exhibit at a salary of
flake, or Grannies
Get details from your Kroger Manager on
at least 10% more floor space,
33c
between $10 and $15 a week was
which will be especially desirable
how to eecure this beautifulguaranteed,
Cblpse
adopted by the board and present2 pto 39c
with this contemplatednew busiDetroit Bottled and Manufactured
hollow-handledsilverware lor a fraction of
ed to- 'the common council Wednesness move.* The new building will
its
cost
day evening.
Roftaa Cleanser
9c
have a vestibulewith one entrance
Family
49c
Plu> bottle deposit
Collectionof fees of $17.30 was towards the east, accommodating
,
HONE 3315 - M0! LAND
‘
reported by Justice Raymond L. patrons of the bank as well as
Smith, and $11.20 by Justice G. tenants on the second floor. The
Free
Lot
of
W. Kooyers.
lobby will have a tile floor, how-
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Furnace Co.

PUMPS DEMOLISHED

COUNCIL NOTES

Ban Local Sale

Of Fireworks

VFW

i
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Gifts for Graduation

Our

BRINK’S BOOKSTORE

MICHIGAN MANPOWER MADE THESE VALUES

&

KROGER

You

NOW

Plans To
Zeeland

Make

os MICHIGAN

Banks

One Under

prospers

Way

CHANCE
THESE
DAYS" CLOSES SATDRDAY

^

Noodles

2

Flow

- Resorters

Cook With Gas Anywhere

PHIL

Wax Beais

GAS

3

SPOTLIGHT

39c

Salt 2 &.

Feeds 4 «-

10

48c

Pees <»

2

COUNTRY CLUB

10c

2

***•

9c

3

^ 25c

P1!

nc

rLUUn

Tea

Pears

—

CMcky Bars 3

Factory Demonstration
SATURDAY, JUNE

CORN MEAL

Jilee

a

Refreshments

IMBASSY PEANUT

BUTTER
2 * 21c

FREE

HAM

New!

.1 3c

Sensational

SILVERWARE OFFER

Annoala

SuS

10 i—

-WE DELIVER

Rear

Store

ever, the floor of the
proper will be made of a
berized material,
practically noiseless and at
same time comfortableto

NEW BASE MODEL

THE PICK OF'MICHIGAN CROPS

rub-

which

BEAUTIFUL

BUY KROGER'S FINER MEATS ^

bank

^

Hmu

Now

Brooms

CO

Whip

12c

NAVY BEANS

I

«S‘.SS

47c

POST TOASTIES

M

Parking

^

Mi

PAN ROLLS

Lozeeges

Delieions

Cake

TOMATO JUICE

CRACKERS
2 £ 15c

TANK

Vliegar

.

49i

23c

CLOCK BREAD

As Low

Sandwiches

-

$U7

WESCO GRAHAM

Next

iS*

PORK & BEANS

SUGAR

Selex

on Gas Cost

NOW ONLY $1,35

2

BUTTER

Wklte

Fanners

SSL June ^

PBODUCED BY MICHIGAN MANPOWER

is

the
walk

Freeh Dressed Fancy

upon.

PBODUCED BY MICHIGAN MANPOWI1

Fowl

~~

Fancy Red Ripe

The

Frioidaire Electric
AT A

Range

NEW LOW PRICE

WITH ALL THESE OUTSTANDING FEATURES

Top
_

BwwUBkaMSM«l-Hc«” [Pica SaialcMPorcritia CoonterUnit with J Coo

kins

Top

_
Spcfdi
Ifcgontol E^Te 'Trailer"
_..p_
_
Hi*h-Spe*d
Broiler

Doubl^Dury Thcrmi zer“

1

£"i^P0*eUoOn“

Balanced.

TypeC
Type Ora _
Dooc

Sbdf>

Armored Wiriaf
UienaU *««*• Dmwer

V«

FtOQf0Pcoio«(>«

l-feca Porcelain Cabinet Non-TiltSlidin* Sbcfo* Silra Contact Swiichea

SUU KSMTS

LOW COST

• Here’a a remarkablerange value made possible only
because of Frigidaire’amanufacturing ability and large
scale production.Think of it! A beautiful, inexpensive base type range with a host of feanjre* usually
found only in higher priced models!
Study the complete list of features. Then come in
and ace a demonstration of this cooking marvel
Learn how easily you can own out.

RDS-VELTMAN ELECTRIC
Phone

2660

Nett

CO.

to Colonial

State Commercial bank of
Zeeland was founded in 1906, and
was reorganized in 1933.
The Zeeland State bank is one
of the oldest in Ottawa county. It
was first organizedas a private
bank by Jacob Den Herder, grandfather of Ed Den Herder, the president, and of Jay Den Herder of
Holland, who is also one of the directors. Mr. Den Herder conducted this private bank when Zeeland
was still a village,and with the
growth of that prosperous' community into a city, it was the foundation of what is today the Zeeland
State Bank.

CHICKENS

4

Conakry Club

SHORT

TOMATOES
(Hot House Tomatoes.Ib. I5c)

THURINGER

IUMMEB SAUSAGE
for Cold Lunches

RIBS OF BEEF

-

25c

Poe Baking

AtfekudCnoar
Par Salad.
COTTAGE CHEESE
SLAB BACON 2.rsib.Pi.N

14c

*
ib.

8c
isc

LEMONS ioomohm

FRANKFURTS

25c

BACON

Should the proposal not go
through of course both banks will
continue as always.

WIb.

sliced

*

Veal Leaf

\2h

4

i- 10c
15c

VI

10

ICEBERG
Extra Largs

Jumbo

HERD
LETTUCE

Six#

BANANAS

Hanad’e BUeed

o

Applications for building peN i
nuts filed with city clerk Oscar Pe- \
teraon were *s follows; C. Rooa,
76 Weat 18th St, interiorremod

Pkff..

j*c>

WATEBMELONS wAnon-x-n, »u. 69c
U lkk« W,
M.loa U,
>M<» 10o
POTATOES cxuronumoR
25c

Michigan Maid - C*Uo Wrapped

in the church.

(d«.

CANTALOUPES
V,

Hemd's Small Skinless

After the death of Jacob Den
Herder, the Zeeland State bank
was conducted by a son, the late
Chns Den Herder, who was highly regarded as an able banker and
untiring civic leader and a worker

—

lb.

25c

GOLDEN YELLOW PlUn

1

Potato

or

NACAIONI

*

Theetre

15c
•C'iy

roof home with asphalt roofing,

Mika Veele~124h at Wash.

N.Vi

..

SECTION

HOLLAND CITY NEWS

TWO

Voliime Number 68
JUNIOR CHAMBER OF COM*
MERGE ELECTS NEW
OFFICERS

World’s

The Holland Junior Chamber of
Commerce director! gathered at
Warm Friend Tavern Monday eve-

Fair.

|

hospital.

NOTICE
Photo Finishing

NOW

any 6 or
8 exposure
for

roll.

Monday, June 12

For the best you and your camera can produce. Each

laboratory

with the aim of

satisfying the

printing

most par*

ocular person. All work done by experiencedprinters. The prices on
same

Activities

FLAG WEEK

Are

UNITED STATES POST OFFICE
RURAL MAILBOX IMPROVE- Plans
MENT WEEK

Are Well

Under Way For

Unsightlyrural mail boxes detract from the natural scenic beau,
C. E.
ty along highways and are not a
credit to the owners of attractive
homes served through the boxes. “BE YE STEADFAST"
Rural mail boxes which are not
OF CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR
properly erected or which are not
PROGRAM JUNE 22-25

Interesting

Conventii

HEAD OF MICHIGAN MEDICAL
SOCIETY SPEAKS ON
"SOCIALIZED MEDICINE”

''

in good, serviceable condition retard the delivery of mail and exPlans for the 51st annual
Dr. Weetrate at a Grand Rapklfl
pose it to damage from the elegan Christian Endeavor com
Meeting Tells of Child Welfare
ments.
which will be held here June
Work by Holland Club
It is the desire of the Post Of25 are being completed, accordM^
fice Department to encourage patto George Schuiling,general chaw
The subject of “SocializedMedirons of the rural delivery service
cine” or “Medical Care for the Low
to provide entirely suitable mail
Income Group” was presented at
Keyed to the theme, "Be
Keir<
receptacles and to erect them in
the regular meeting of the Holait,” the
the program Is
such manner that they will be ac- Steadfast,”
land Exchange Club on Monday
cessibleto the carrier and present worked out Mtunar
noon. June 5th, at the Tavern. The
a neat appearance. It is especially known speakers. Dr. Norman
apeaker was Dr. Burton R. Corbus,
desirable that the boxes be main- cent Peale, pastor of the Mi ______
president-elect of the Michigan
tained in such condition that they Collegiate chlurch of New York
Smith, secretary;and Bernard State Medical Society. He offered
will properly protect mall placed city will deliver the keynote adArendshorst, treasurer.Herbert the criticismof the State Medical
therein, that the names of box dress on Thursday
Ten Have was appointed to serve Society to the National Health Bill
Dr. Daniel A. Poling of PhOfca
owners be inscribedon the side of
out the term of Donald Cavanaugh now sponsored in Congress by Sen
the boxes visible to the carrieras Helphia, president of the World So^
who recently moved to Saginaw. ator Wagner. If this passed, it
he approaches them, »nd that the cicty and InternationalSociety o£i
Mr. Kronemeyer appointed John will make the doctor too subserviboxes and their supports be kept Christian Endeavor, will be
Van Dyke, Jr., as program chair- ent to a centralizedauthority and
painted. Patrons who have non-ap- speaker at the Friday night ni_
man while Harold Yonker as vice the old intimate personal and famproved boxes of the top-opening or
president is to be in charge of the ily relation of doctor and patient
Senator George P. MeCallum
other typo are not required to dismany committees of the organiza- will be lost.
card them, provided that they have Ann Arbor, state senator, wiU
tion. Assisting Mr. Yonker will be
Doctors, the speaker said, must
been in use for several years and the speaker at the citise
Mr. Klaasen and Mr. Ten Have.
do a large amount of charity work
are maintained in good, serviceable meeting Saturday night. Dr.
o
and are too busy to inspect all
condition. However, any boxes mond Veh of Harrisburg, Pa.
LOCAL MAN DIES AFTER
criticism offered. But they do favor
which are not of the approved type deliver the address at tne cl
A LINGERING ILLNESS all measures condusive to the good
snd are not in such condition that meeting Sunday afternoon in
health of the largest number and
they will protect mail from dam- nertion with the convention
Followingan illness of more told of the extensive study made
age bv the elements should be re- munion service.
than a year, Jacob Molenaarpass- and financed by the State Medical
placed with boxes of the approved Added to these headline ib
ed away at his home at 190 West Society. The new InsurancePlan
will be many well known tl
type.
16th Street, on Monday afternoon was presented whereby for a small
To accomplishthese objectives ians and laymen who will j
at the age of 69 years. Prior to premium all persons cam obtain exthe Department has designated the pate In the conferences and da**]
his illness he had been employed pert medical care. An “Enabling
week beginning Sept. 10, 1939 as time meetings.
at the Bulhuis Lumber and Manu- Act" just passed by our legisla“Rural Mail Box Improvement These include Mrs. Arthur JUj
facturing company.
ture already makes many of the
Week.”
Putman of Detroit,the Rev. Hi
Mr. Molenaar had been a resi- most desirablefeatures possible.
Postmastersare directed to ac- B. Kilgour of Grand Rapids
dent of this icrty for the past 50
quaint the patrons of rural deliv- Beraara J. Mulder of Grand
In the elections carried out at
years. He was born in the Nethery services from their office with ids, Miss Mildred Haggard,!
this meeting, John L. Van Huis,
The
United
States
Flag
Association,
a
non-profit,
non-sectarian,
erlands March 17, 1870. Mr. Molenthis fact, and to instruct rural mail Minneapolis, the Rev. Albert
Alex Van Zanten, and Albert E.
aar had been active in mission Lampen were given the unanimous non-political organization is urging all the citizens of this country to carriers to lend full Cooperation Anthony of Alma, the Rev. JL
work and was a member of the lo- endorsementand electionas presi- observe Flag Week from June 8 to 14. Never in our history has such and to report to their postmaaters drew E. Kurth of Detroit, th
cal Salvation Army.
dent, treasurer, and secretary rea movement as the National PatrioticRevival been more badly need- the extent to which patrons endeav- Rev. W. J. Hilmert of Grana Ra|
Survivingare the widow, who spectively. Clarence Jalving won
ored to meet the wish of the De- ids, the Rev. Jacob Prins of
ed than in these troublous times. Never before have the towns and
prior to her marriage to Mr. Molepartment that their mailbox equip- Rapids, the Rev. J. F. Hatton
the election as vice president for
cities of America had a better opportunity to render patriotic service
naar forty-eight years ago, was next year in a close contest. As
Detroit, the Rev. Philip Jenkamr
ment be improved.
Miss Nellie Stroop; two daughters,
Grand Rapids, the Rev. Homer
directors were elected Clarence of the highest order.
Mrs. Henry Smeenge and Miss Al- Klahsen, John Swets, and Ernest
Mitchell of Bay CKy, John M. %
The pathway of the pioneers is dotted with unmarked graves, enta Molenaar, at home; three sons,
Cracken of Detroit,tha Rev. Wj
V. Hartman. Rev. W. G. Flowerriched with the blood of patriots and watered with the tears of thq
George, Benjamin and John, all of day, Cornie Kragt, and Chester Van
dell C. Bassett of Nashville,
brave. If we would pause today and measure the hours of devotion,
Holland; one son-in-law, Henry Tongeren have one more year as
Rev. John H. Meengs of Gr;
to
Borr, of Holland; eight grandchil- director in their present term.
the bloodshed and the suffering,the tears and the privationthat has
Rapids and Ernest S. Marks of
dren; one sister in The Nether- These six directors and the four been paid for the freedom of America, for the liberty that is ours,
troit. State officers also win
lands; one sister-in-law, Mrs. Min- officers plus the retiringpresident
list in the meetings.
we will marvel at the sacrifice and the price that the people of this
nie Molenaar of Holland; and one make up the Board of Directors.
George Campbell of
land have laid on the altar of freedom.
State Expects to Sell at Least Ohio, who proved very
brother-in-law,Gerrit Appledom,
At the Golf Tournament held at
1,000,000 Fiahing Licenses
Sr.
In an uneasy world, the proudest and most glorious statement
song leader at the gok
,,
the MichiganState Convention last
During the Year
Funeral services were held on Friday at Grand Rapids, Holland’s any human being can make is: “I am an American Citizen." Our flag,
convention in Kalamazoo laat ,
Wednesday at 1:45 from the home expert team of Bud Hinga, Clarwill serve in the same capacity
with the full significancefor which it stands, is the most beautfu!)
By Albert Stoll, Jr.
with the Rev. D. Zwier, pastor of ence Jalving, Jay Den Harder and
year. The accompanist will be 1
sight
on
this
earth.
Maple Avenue Christian Reformed Jas. T. Klomparens won a beautiAngeline Smite of Grand Rai
In
Detroit
News
church, officiating and at 2:30 p. ful trophy for the Club and indiThere is only one thing for all Americansto do, those who love
Convention headquarters will
m. from the Salvation army cita- vidual trophiesfor themselves,repthe Hope Memorial chapel and
their country, and who believe that the same system of government
Michigan’s
4,200
inland
lakes
will
del, with Major Clare Edwards and
licas of the large trophy. The Holthat has withstood the ravages of 150 years, and which, today, ia the become the rendezvous of tens of registrationactivities will be
Envoy Genevieve Shafer in charge. land Club won the attendance rec
en care of in Winant’s chapel.
only hope on the horizon of the future for the peoples of this earth— thousands of bass, bluegill and sunBurial was in Fairlawn cemetery. ord for the large clubs and will obto the Holland high school c ___
and that is, to ponder well the responsibilitythat is so inseparably, fish anglers on Sunday, June 25. mencement exercises on lliurtdurl
tain a conspicuous attractiveExThis marks the opening day of the
HOLD VACATION FOR THE
the Thursdaj “
change Road Sign. Its attendance wrapped up with citizenshipprivilege, seek tfte truth and abide by it; general fishingseason. State Con- evening, the
NEXT TULIP FESTIVAL for the past year was better that! be big enough to rise above the levels of partisanshipand be Americans
servationDepart ifnntirfflPltfi wtl- wm ‘tThefd
76%.
first.
mate that at least 1,000,000 fishing church.
Handling Holland’s Tulip Festi- President Vernon Ten Cate preval has become an all-yeararound sented a Service Pin to Rev. FlowMay I, therefore, humbly suggest that as far as that is possible, licenses, of the $1 and 50 cent vari- The local committee is busil
chore. With the maze of figures erday for obtaining two new mem- every home and businessplace in Holland,displaythe greatestheritage ety, will be sold this year, to mark gaged with the innumerable
a new high in the number of fishresultingfrom this year’s festival bers for the Club.
for the four-day affair which;
we Americansown— the American Flag.
ermen patronizing our lakes and sponsored
» •
*
not yet tabulated for the final reby the Holland and
streams.
port, the Tulip Time Office is alHENRY
GEERLINGS,
Mayor
Golden
Chain
Christian EndeavdM
A meeting of the Michigan AfWhile the Lejfislature has made unions. From 1,500 to 2,000 pt*J
ready answeringinquiriesfor the filiated Exchange clubs was held
a few changes in our fishinglaws
1940 fete. The first inquiry comes in Grand Rapids recently,and in
sons are expected.
these will not become effective until
from Mr. J. A. Schuetz of Chica- his annual repiort, Dr< IWilliam MISS COLLINS NAMED SUPER- SOUTH AMERICAN GOES TO
Assisting Mr. Schuiling as
at least 90 days after the law
go. He writes,“I am holding this
eral chairman are Berlin Bos.,
INTENDENT OF
Westrate of Holland, state chairCHICAGO
makers adjourn, so the same reguyear’s vacation until next year in
presidentof the Holland union, t
GRAND HAVEN
man of the child welfare commitlations will govern the sports as
May so I may spend it in Holland tee, told of the work being carried
Sherwin Hungeringpresident
HOSPITAL
The South American, lake ex- persistedlast year.
at Tulip Time. Please give me the out by the Holland Exchange club.
cursion boat, left Holland harbor
Over 327,000 pounds of hatchery the Golden Chain union. The taa](|
dates.”
of housing 1,000 out-of-town
His report contained statements
Miss Mildred Collins,who has Monday night at 8 p.m. It had been and pond reared fish were planted
Routing for the tulip lanes fpr by the city nurse of Holland, aftors ia in charge of Prof. Clau—,
been associated with Hatton hos- docked at MontelloPark at the in Michiganwaters during 1938 and
1940 is being planned by a com- firmed by Supt. E. E. Fell, and
Kleis with Donald Kooiman of
pital, Grand Haven, for 10 years, docks of the Chicago, Duluth, and over 311,000 of these were adults,
mittee composed of General Tulip
these statements reviewed some of Sept. 1, was appointed superinten- GeorgianBay Transit Co.
mostly trout and black baas. The land as his assistant
Time Committee Chairman Ver- the work the club had been doing
Captain William T. Bright and total number of fish of all species Holland registrationwhich hatffl
dent of the new municipal hospital
non Ten Cate, Mrs. J. E. Telling, during the last few years for chila goal of 500 is in charge of WlK'
recently by the hospital board a crew of 60 or 70 men were in planted ran 153,786,396, with wallMrs. Arthur Visscher, Mr. Andrew dren whose tonsils needed to be reson Diekema and Golden Chain raf-J
meeting at the city hall to have charge, and in Chicago picked up eyed pike leading with 119,213,337.
Hyma and S. H. Houtman. They moved, but whose parents did not full charge under directionof the an additional number of men, total- Over 19,000,000 bluegills were rear- istration is in charge of Esl‘
are working with Ben Brouwer and have adequate means to have it
ing about 150.
ed and planted, which is the largest Poest of Ottawa. Leon N. Me
board.
John Van Bragt of the Municipal taken care of. During the depresThe North American and Ala- production of this soecies in our in charge of recreation,is ar
Miss Collins is a graduate of
Park Board under whose direction sion, the only means they had of
ing an afternoon at Holland
Butterworthhospital,Grand Rap- bama will sail at later dates. The history. Almost 1,000,000 black
the lane plantings take place.
being cared for was at Ann Ar- ids. She came to Hatton hospital, South American has undergonere- bass were also reared and liber- park. Prof. A. E. Lampen,
o
charge of buildings and banqoetl^
bor, and many people found it hard following graduation, for general decorating and painting for several ated and over 6,000,000 yellow
BENNETT-BLANCHARD WED- to send their youngstersso far duty and served four years before months.
perch went into our inland lakes. has arranged a number of luncheons and dinners in various church. 1
DING AT EVANSTON, ILL.
away from home for it.
All of this should help increasethe
she was appointed head of Hatton
fish fertility of our waters, and un- es and a big convention banquet
LARGE ATTENDANCE AT
When
the oral deaf department hospitalwhere she has since served.
The marriage of Miss Dorothy
doubtedly fishermen will find this the armory. He also is making aiw^
LAKEWOOD SUNDAY
She met with the board to discuss
Allyn Blanchard to Rev. Allen was begun, six of the 50 children various angles of operatingthe
rangementawith Hope college an-;';
true when the season opens.
SCHOOL
PICNIC
Temple Bennett was solemnized on who attended had such impaired new city owned institution.She
thoritiea for the place of meetiaf»r
Protected
Species
May 20th at 4 p. m. at Levere Mem- hearing that they needed immedi- suggestedthat it would probably
Scout Executive M. P. Russell is
ate attention.The others’ hearing
The Lakewood Sunday School Fishermen are reminded that In charge of guides and I
orial chapel, 1856 SheridanRoad,
was
impaired
due
to neglectedton. be necessary to add one more nurse held their picnic at Tunnel Park sturgeon and grayling can not be
Evanston, 111.
taken. These are the only species D. H. Vande Bunte of Huds<
to the staff because of the three
music, and PrincipalJ. J. R -----The ceremony was performedby sils and adenoids, continuedDr. operatingrooms and general in- last Friday afternoon, with about on the protected list.
Westrate.
72 persons attending. The school
the bride’s father,Rev. H. P. BlanThe license fee for residents to ama, parade. Mrs. Edith Walvoord
The
Holland Exchange club then crease in the number of patients district furnishedthe ice cream
is in charge of the convention exchard of Griffin, Georgia, and Dr.
offered to raise money to finance which she believes the new nospital and prizes, and the Sunday School take all species of fish is $1 and hibits which will be housed in
Ernest Wadsworth, of Chicago. 111.
the
50-cent
license covers all species
will
attract.
A receptionwas held at the Ad- a post depression cleanup, accord- Board members consisting of furnished the sandwiches,coffee, except brook, brown and rainbow ant’s chapel. Other commit
ing to Dr. Westrate’s report. Since
and lemonade.
miral Hotel in Chicago. Those attrout. This applies to all persons workers ore Harry Kramer, __
James Van Wessem, Fr. D. J. HyAttendance at the Sunday School
tending from this vicinity were that time over two years have land, Mrs. William Hatton, Jerry
over 17 years of age. No license urer, with James Heuvelhorst
elapsed, and during that time 200
is
constantly growing, and last
Mr. and Mrs. Render! Muller,Missis necessary for fishingthe Great Zeeland as his assistant;Luella G.
childrenwere given treatment they Peter and A. E. Jacobson, were Sunday the group broke the record.
es Dena Muller, Gertrude Spriet- needed.
present.Mayor Richard L. Cook It is hoped that 50 will attend next Lakes and their connecting waters. Nykerk, secretary, and Cornelia
sma, and Mr. and Mrs. Howard C.
The Legislature refused to enact a Van Voorst and Doris Vander Mo*^
Dr. Westrate said that the teach- and Seymour Justema, members Sunday, when a group of young
Miller of Zeeland.
general $1 rod licenseas was re- ien, publicity.
er in the oral deaf department ex-officio, were also there.
men
of the City Mission with Bill
Mrs. Bennett is the sister of
A special conventionprogram^
Plans were discussed for rules Prion who teaches the boys’ class quested by the ConservationDestated that only one child had been
Mrs. Reendert Muller of State St.
partment
and
many
sportsmen's has been worked out for delegaMsl
and
regulations
and
general
listed for examination in this
of the Sunday School.
Mr. and Mrs. Bennett will make
in the high School division.
organizations.
year’s clinic,and that goes to show changes to be made. No date was
Miss Henrietta Huizenga, a gradspecial junior convention will
their home in Buffalo, N. Y.
Linee Restricted
set
as
to
when
the
hospital
will
be
that
most
of
the
children
needing
uate
from
the
Omaha
Bible
school,
o
Fishermencan not use more than held Saturday in First Refon
opened or when the patients from is teacher of the newly organized
care have been taken care of.
ALLEGAN COUNTY MAN
two lines and these must be under church.
Hatton
hospital
can
be
moved
to
The club not only contributesto
class of girls, which started with
The conventon parade will be^|
immediate control. They may carry
FOUND DEAD IN BED this worthy cause, but also aids the new quarters.
six members. Mrs. Roy Harper is
four or less hooks, however, except held Saturdayat 4 p. m. Chrisl
— othe 4-H club. Clubs of Kalamazoo
in charge of the Home department
Abraham Dokey, 85, died at his and Monroe have also used the The garage belonging to the Ho- that mails tracts and papers to var- when fishing for smelt, then any Endeavor unions from all over
number of hooks can be used.
state are planning to enter fl<
home two and a half miles south- method of selling newspapersfor tel Marauette on East Eighth St. ious shut-ins.
o
Fishermen using minnows for
west of Pullman,Allegan county, raisingmoney, and 4 was suggest- was slightly damaged by fire Tuesbait are reminded that minnows
The Rev. and Mrs. Paul V|
where he had lived for nearly sixty ed that it be standardized so that day noon. Sparks from a passing
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Van Eck mean chubs, shiners, suckers,dace, Eerden and daughter, Pauline,
yfcars.He was found dead in bed it could be carried out by all the engine are believed to have starthave
returned from Burlington, stonewrollers,muddlers and mud on a trip east, where they will
by a neighbor, George Smith, who Exchange clubs of Michigan.
ed the blaze.
Iowa, where they visited friends.
minnows. The immature of game it friends and relativesin Phils-'
had gone to deliver milk, when Mr.
Jacob Fris conferred with Karl
fish can not be used. This applies delphia and New Jersey,and whtfe!
Dokey failed to come for it as was Lamboy of Kalamazoo on this subto perch as well as other food the Rev. Van Eerden will also
his custom. Funeral services were
and received instructiveand
fishes.
tend the General Synod of the
conductedSunday afternoon from interesting "information on" that]
live Happily Everafter
There has been no change in the formed church in New York <
the home.
city’s work.
closingdates for inland water fish- While out east, they will alio
Dr. Westrate said that in 1939,
ing. The first to close will be trout the New York World’s Fair.
>6:
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Koning, Sr., over thirteenthousand childrenhad
on Labor Day, and then black bass
-o
entertained Saturday and Sunday, received aid, and |25, 386.42 had
on Dec. 31.
A meeting of the Union
their son, William and wife, and been expended.
class of Wesleyan Methodist c...
- ..... .
Mr. and Mrs. Eric Ericsoderholm
About 13 guests were present at will be held tonight,Friday, at
of Toledo, Ohio, and also on SunMUs Edna Mae Mooi, daughter
a birthdayparty given by Mrs. home of Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Nfl
day, Mr. and Mrs. Albert Kbning, of Mr. and Mrs. George Mooi of
John Hoffman of Montello Park in huis, 11 West 17th St.
Jr., and son of Fennville,ai
and Mr. Eagle Crest, and Dr. Henry Wilhonor of her daughter. Dorothy,
r— O
and 'Mrs. Otto Kramer or Holland. liam Tempas, son of Mr. and Mrs.
who celebrated her 13th birthday Miss Colombo Yeomans
—Allegan. News.
Gerrit Tempas of Clymer,
anniversary.A delicious tWo-course ored at a bescluparty.the oca
York, will exchange vows on June
luncheon was served. Games were marking her tenth birthday i
Mr. and Mrs. Vsn Horn of Hol- 19 at the Mooi home. The Rev.
played,with brizes going to Elaine versary. Mr. and Mrs. E. J.
land spent several days at the William Van’t Hof, paator of Thini
Hoffmeyer, Elaine Burt, and Shir- mans, assisted by Mr. and
home of the Rev. Van Harn at Reformed church, will offliate.Miss
ley Barnhart.
Robert Parkes and Mr. and
Bentheim.
Mooi is a graduate of Holland high
G. J. Bosch, were in ch
o—
echool, and attended Hope college
The South American, lake ex- invited 1 were Barbara
Mrs. George Damson, 145 West for two yearn. She took nurse's
cursion boat which lays up in Hol- Jerrie Bosch, Martha
23rd St, assisted Jby Miss Paula training at the University of Michland harbor for the winter months, cy Van Hartesveldt, Lois
Stoerk, entertained in honor of igan hospital and Miami Valley
left the d deles at Montello Park on Ann Lowry, Marcia
Miss Ramona Shackson, daughter hospitalin Dayton, Ohio. Dr. TemGwen Marcus, Joyce
of Mr. and Mrs. John Shackson, 311 pai was graduated from Hope colJean Van Appledorn,
West 12th St Dessert was servand
gradu!

L

---

Deluxe Photo Finishins
put through our developing and

ning for the purpose of organizing
for the coming year. Following a
dinner attended by the directors,
retiring as well as newly elected,
and those remaining in office for
the year, the election of officers
was made.
Ray J. Kronemeyer, who has
served as first vice president for
the past year was electedpresident
of the organization in place of
James D. Boter, retiring.Harold
Yonker, who has been second vice
president for the past year was
elected to be first vice president
for the ensuing year. Other officers
elected are Harold Nienhuia, second vice president; Raymond

Exchange Club

night JS

REPRINTS )c EACH

order is

Number

Holland, Michigan, Thursday, June.8, 1939

The Misses Juella and Gayla Phyllis Dirkse, daughter of Mrs.
Freye of Overisel.John Peeks of Liaxie Dirkse, 325 West 22nd St.,
Holland, and Walter Kline of Hamil- has returned to her home after
ton are in New York attending the having been confined to Holland

Effective

TWO SECTIONS

this grade of finishing remain the

as previous.

-

!

Mayor’s Message

Du Saar Photo & Gift Shop

Gm

Holland, Michigan

!

rjgggttP

Bluegills and
Bass

Clip

Coupon and Save 10c

Box

500—

of

The Fisherman

_

CLEANSING TISSUES

BUPTURED?

Xr;

Just Received 500
Delicious

&

prescription
to Ua 00*0 eetkioctioo.
conditionha elroedr
do*

Ua

lbs.

Creamy

Caramels
full

donco

alhnfaMrttng all

gneaa

pound
They melt

Wo lootarotho loapua Bao o4 Non-Skid
Spot Pad Truoooo which hold tho rupture
with a traction oi the preoeurerequiredby
other appliancee.We also have a complete
assortmentot Abdominal Supporters, Elastic
Hosiery. Shoulder Braces, otc.

in your

mouth.

Yonker’s
Drug Store

Priced—

$2.98— $5.50— $15.00

Entice

Holland, Mich.

See the Norge for

»

NEW

»
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i

Plus Values

Hr

Special prices on 1938 Refrigerators,Ranges

and Washers

THE JOHN GOOD CO
Pljone

2405

Holland, Michigan
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HABER’S MARKET
Friday, June 9

QUALITY MEATS
We

invite you to

come

in

and

inspect

our place of business.

.

New

-

-

-

lege,

ed, and an informal good time

65

East 8th

'

St.

next to Keppel’s

LeRoy Naber, Prop-

this

month

will be

was

ated from the University of Michspent including playing games. igan Medical school. He will inPrizes were awarded to Mrs. Hol- terne at Butterworth hospital,
land Shackson, and Miss Clara Mc- Grand Rapids. They will also reClellan.Miss Shackson, a teacher side at Grand Rapids.
j
o
in Van Raalte school, will be married to Ray Swank of BirmingProf. Thomas E. Welmers of
ham. She was presented with a gift Hope college,occupied the pulpit
Reformed church Sunday.

-

-

---

Curtis. Others
HIP Lakes salute aa she entered Sandra Bosch
Big
Lake Michigan.
Mrs. Rosa
on her 81at
Thedford P. Dirkse of Holland
received the doctor of philosophy
degree in chemistryat the 110th
annual commencement of Indiana
amvergit^ JMq n d a y evening in

&

Mil

.....

ii»

on his arraignment,Carl Hoger- amlnxtion but Justice Galien said
heide, 23, of South Boardman, was that Prosecutor Elbem Parsons has

NEWS

found guilty of a charge of crowd- waived the examination. In default
ing another vehicle off the high- of bonds of |2,000 each, they will
------ 1 Kirchen and dtugh- way by Justice Raymond L Smith be held in Jail pending their court
Peggy, are on a motor at a hearing which was held after appearance at Grand Haven. Both
which will take them first to his arraignment.Hogerheidewas Johnsons are charged with break*•11, New Mexico, where they assessed a fine and costs of 910 ing into the Federal bakery at difattand graduation exercisesat which he paid. The complaint was ferent times.
ftary academy there. Their sworn to by John Geerlings, East
23rd st., who charged that Hoger! brother,Robert Kirchen, is
John Good, *203 *West 12th st.,
Mr of the 1939 class. They heide’s truck crowded him into the who fell down stairs at his home
Jbe joined at Roewell by Mr. ditch on M-21, halfway between on May 26 and received spine inthe four continuing west Holland and Zeeland.
Wy. is improvingat Holland hosJraia, where they will at• • •
pital.
• • *
Pair at San Francisco,reJustice John Galien reported
bv way of Yellowstone that Laverne Andrew Johnson, 19,
Wm. Douglas Palmer, husband
. Park and Grand Canyon, and Theodore Johnson,17, broth- of Mrs. Sadie Fuller Palmer,
r plan to return to Holland be- ers of 291 East 6th st., have been
dropped dead of heart trouble when
July 4. Miss Peggy Kirchen bound over to the September term coming home from work and as he
»tly graduatedfrom Fermata of the Ottawa circuit court on was being met by his wife. He had
i)l for girls at Aiken, S. C.
charges of breaking and entering. been employed on the Otsego play• • •
When arraigned Wednesday before grounds. He expired on the street in
Although he pleaded not guilty Galien,the state requested an ex- the arms of his wife. Interment
took place in Otsego cemetery. He
was a member of the "Sons of

Veterans” of Allegan. He

also

helped to build the post office and
high school at Otsego. Rev. Bankroft and Rev. Miner of Otsego
officiatedat the rites. Mrs. Palmer is the daughter of the late
Melvin Fuller who lived on Pine
Creek road, north of Holland.
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THE PEOPLES STATE BANK
OFFERS ALL THESE SERVICES

\

\

,,U’

>

COMMERCIAL DEPARTMENT
SAVING DEPARTMENT
SAFETY DEPOSIT BOXES
COMMERCIAL LOANS
COLLATERAL LOANS
INDUSTRIAL LOANS
MORTGAGE LOANS
F. H. A. LOANS

}

fco*., ,1

•

Gerrit Hoezee, age 21, of Hudsonvillepaid fine and costs of $5
after pleading guilty to a charge
of failing to stop for a through
highway.He was arrested Friday
night on M-21 near Hudsonville by
state police, and arraigned before
Justice Nicholas Hoffman.

STATE BY DAME NATURE CENTURIES

1

in

r°Mou«

To Build

or

Remodel Homes

or

Commercial Property

COLLECTION DEPARTMENT

ou,be

«k".

Point*

TRAVELERS CHECKS
NIGHT DEPOSITORY

Vtani
fe.

Mrs. John Good, 203 West 12th

and Mr. and Mrs. Frank Good
of Grand Rapids are in River
Forest, III., where they are attending the commencement exercisesat
Rosary college. Mary Letitia Good,
st.,

AGO.

LAKEWOOD FARM
LAID IN MICHIGAN

IS

THE

Lake Michigan Frontage of Lakewood farm has

now been surveyed and

subdivided into large lots

NOW CALLED

Lakewood Homesites
gan, assuring privacy

—

a daughter of Mrs. Good, is among
the graduates.
• • •
Study groups will be formed in
each ward of the city, with the following women presiding:first ward,
Mrs. R. F. Keeler; second ward,
Mrs. George Moomey; third ward,
Mrs. O. S. Cross; fourth ward, Mrs.
W. J. Olive; fifth ward, Mrs. Don
Crawford;sixth ward, Mrs. A. W.
Tahaney. Appointmentswere made
by Mrs. C. H. McBride, presidentof

They range in width from

65 to 160 feet

Low Bank, Wide

Beach, Shade and Shrubbery.
South of the former George Getz home the lots are

Now

accessible property

offered for sale at very reasonable prices.

complete cottages with furnaces, bath rooms,

fire

on

Four

places

and furnishings.

ALL LOTS RESTRICTED
AS TO USE, OCCUPANCY AND BUILDINGS

ISAAC
W.

8th

St

KOUW
Holland,

May*

Peoples State

(right

pocket)

fully ahake*
hands with r**cu*
grot*

pilot*

Wad*

Bank

Holland, Michigan

Cole-

Member Federal Reserve System

man

(extreme left)
and G*orge DunntQ
(second from Uft)
who sightod and
rescued May* and

GOOD NEWS FOR
TUNE IRIDES— FlorIda's oraag* gram
hav* fcaret Into
bloom with th* bio*.

Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

WoridW^r^ISS

land and Park township Republican

women.

home on 5th st. A two-course 23 years ago, and carried a small at the last business meeting before
luncheonwas served and Mr. De white satin Bible with ribbons hold- the summer season of the Star of
Waard received a gift from the ing tiny clusters of swainsona. Bethlehem chapter No. 40 Thurs-

George Good has been electedto
Gamma Mu, national honor group.
Mildred Kaper, sister of the groom, day evening in the Masonic hall.
society, and will be graduated from
• • •
and John Grissen of Holland, at- The officers held simple memorial
the Georgetownuniversity law
Before an alcove decorated with tended the couple. The bridesmaid services for Mrs. Bertha Mattison
school.John Good, Jr., a brother,
iris and spirea, Miss Iris Shaffer, wore dusty pink and carried a and Alex. M. Bamum, who died
is now in Washington, D. C., to atdaughter of Mr. and Mrs. W. S. corsage of sweet peas. The couple recently.The honored guest of the
tend the commencement exercises.
Shafferof 288 West 13th st., and left for a trip around the Great evening was Mrs. Florence E. Ryck• • •
Application was filed with City Darwin Van Oosterhout of 272 Lakes, and for traveling Mrs. man, grand worthy matron of the
Clerk Oscar Peterson for a build- West 9th st., exchanged vows at Kaper wore an ash rose ensemble Michigan Order of Eastern Star,
ing permit by Mrs. Paul Van Vul- the home of the bride’s parents last with white and brown acceasories.who gave an inspirationaltalk. She
The Past Noble Grands’ club of was presented with a gift from the
pen, 24 West 16th st., to remodel Thursday evening. The Rev. Wilthe interior of her home at a cost the single ring ceremony. Miss Erutha Rebekah lodge and their chapter with the presentation
Sylvia Shaffer and Earl Vander husbands enjoyed a garden party speech made by Mrs. Mary Hanson,
of $75.
• • •
Kolk attended the couple. The at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Rus- worthy matron. Initiationwill be
At a meeting of the board of bride’s gown was a white embroid- sell Haight on East 24th st. The held June 15. The social hour was
health Monday morning, city in- ered mousseline de soie, fashioned oot-luck supper was served on the in charge of the Zeeland members
-----..cvn.M.v
lines. The neckline
was lawn, where covers were laid for 47. with Miss Jennie Karsten as chairspector, Ben Wiersema, reported on -princess
that there were 28 cases of con- square, bordering the shoulders Mr. and Mrs. Alec Wilson of Santa man. Mrs. Belle Wilson, who is
tagious disease during May. These with apple blossoms.Her bouquet Rosa, Calif., were honor guests at residing in California at present,
was a guest. Guests also werqjiresincludedseven cases of scarlet fever consistedof roses and snapdragons the affair, and were presented with
in white and yellow. The brides- a gift. Mrs. Wilson is a former ent from Grand Haven, Manistee
and 21 cases of chicken pox.
maid wore a powder blue chiffon member of the club here. Games and Chicago. Mr. and Mrs. RyckAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAgown, empire style, with pink vel- "’ere played and prizes awarded man motored to Grand Rapids after
vet ribbon bows. Her bouquet also the winners. Other out-of-town the meeting closed.
SOCIETY
consisted of roses and snapdragonsmembers of the club to attend were
* * •
WVvVvvwvVf vVVtvftVy tVv but were white and pink. For her Mrs. Viola Lewis, Mrs. Margaret
Mr.
and
Mrs.
James Michielsen
Miss Janet Tibbe, daughter of daughter’s wedding, Mrs. Shaffer Lindberg and Mrs. Irene Blue of of 9 East 15th st. were guests of
wore
a chartreuse silk print. Close Grand Rapids. The next meeting
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Westenbroek,
honor at a party at the home of
and Theodore Kragt, son of Mr. relatives and friends were given a of the club will be in the form of a Mr. and Mrs. Paul Michielsen,40
reception
following
the
ceremony,
picnic, to be held in July at the
and Mrs. Henry Kragt, exchanged
East 17th st., on the occasion of
vows in their home, the Rev. D. H. with Mrs. Charles Ketchum, Mrs. hotne of Mrs. Martha Vander Hill their 40th wedding anniversary. A
Mart
Keller,
Mrs.
George
Vander
on
North
Shore
drive.
Walters, pastor of Central Avenue
program was presented including
• • •
ChristianReformed church, per- Hill and Mrs. Peter Rose serving.
a piano solo by Ruth Kruithoff,a
The
couple
left
for
a
wedding
trip
The
marriage
of
Miss
Laughvan
forming the ceremony. Miss Marbudget by Paul and Martin Michgaret Tibbe, sister of the bride, and and for traveling the bride wore Victor, daughter of Mrs. John Vic- ielsen. duet by Lhvina Michielsen
Melvin Kragt, brother of the powder blue silk, trimmed with tor of West 9th st., to Lloyd Dris- and Nelva Schut; selectionsby a
groom, attended the couple. A re- white lace daisies. She also wore coll, son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles quartet composed of Paul and Morception was served to approximate- a short oyster white coat and felt Driscoll of West 4th st., took place ris Michielsen, Mrs. Schutt and
ly 55 friends and relativesin the hat. They are now residing at 272 Friday evening at 8 o’clock in the Mrs. Van Dyke. Dutch psalms and
parsonage of Third Reformed
Woman’s Literary club rooms. The West 9th
hymns were sung and a mock wed• •
church with the Rev. William Van’t
couple left on a northern trip and
ding was presentedwith Martin
Miss
Elaine
Miriam
Ashley,
Hof
officiating.
The
single
ring
will reside on rural route 3.
Michielsen as the preacher. A two• • •
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Roy Ash- service was used. The couple was
course lunch was served. Mr. and
Rosalyn Joan Zoerhof celebrated ley, and Marvin Kaper, son of Mr. j attendedby Miss Marie Driscoll Mrs. Michielsen were bom in The
her eighth birthday anniversary by and Mrs. George Kaper, were j and Charles Driscoll, sister and Netherlands and came to this counentertaining a group of friends at united in marriageat their newly- j brother of the bridegroom.Mr. try 36 years ago, settlingin Hol~~J Mrs. Driscoll will make
. their
... land. Mr. Michielsen is employed
her home, 151 West 20th st. Games constructedhome in Hamilton and
were played, with prizes going to Thursday morning, the Rev. I. home at 83 River ave. Mr. Driscoll by the West Michigan Furniture
Lois Veltkamp, Ruth Klingenberg, Scherpenisseperforming the is employed by the Scott Lugers Co. Both are charter members of
Beverly Schrotenboer and Dorothy double ring ceremony before the Lumber Co.
Prospect Park Christian Reformed
L 0 k k e r. Delicious refreshments fireplace, which was appropriately
church. Forty were present at the
A record attendance of all officers party. Gifts were presented includwere served. Those present were: decorated. The bride wore the wedDorothy Jean Lokker, Arloa Joy ding dress which her mother wore and 60 other members was present ing a purse.
Maatman, Beverly Joan Schrotenboer, Charlene Joyce Streur, Lois
Anne Veltkamp, Phyllis Jeanne
Vander Berg. Belva Jean Van Tatenhove and Ruth Marian Klingenthe Phi

—

Sole Agent

Michigan Phone

Jacklo

hand In

two companion*
traditionalto
aftor their plan*
Tan* wedding*. Her*
cra*h*d at Miami
the Holland RepublicanWomen’s
PWttf Belly HeaderFla. Behind May*
club, and the chairmen met at her
oa of Tampa to(head in bandage*)
home Saturday to discuss formation
bato* th* fragrance
I*
G*org*
Well*, THE CIRCUS COMES TO TOWN at K*w To*
of the groups and subjects to be
ei a nuptialbouqu*l
considered,including hidden taxes. on* ol th* two oth*r downofth* Big Top, and two of hit helpmate*, who hdp dremsolv** to a good*
la th* making.
It is expected that this work will men in th* crash. time (r°m die BMch-Nut eamplinggirl*, who or* four Mts of twins. Visitor*to
be begun the third week in June.
th* Beech Nut Circa* at th* Fair wiR b* entertainedwith a three ring continuous
A seventh chairman will be apdreu* com pored of more than 700 ptrformm.
pointed to head a group from Hol-

all 100 feet wide.

The most beautiful and most
Lake Michigan.

RESCUED AFTEHl
PLANE CRASH-1

|

All lots run from the concrete road to Lake Michi-

29

n>WMO-^^r011
crujta
»
‘ •ntortag th# rtcnilriaa

•

• •

panied by Mias Jean Dekker. The
wedding marches were also played
by Miss Dekker.
two-course
luncheon was served to 82 guests.
Assisting were Mrs. Albert Sterken, Mrs. Arthur Visser, Mrs.
Detra Visser. Misses Henrietta Van
Liere, Ruth Kuiken, and Jean 'Dekker. The couple received many
beautifulgifts. They expect to be
at home after September1 in their
new home on the comer of 26th
sit and Maple ave.

Do You Kno

The home of G. Maatman, located
on 32nd st., west of Michigan ave.,
was damaged by fire Sunday, and
the loss is estimated at $100. The
fire was believed to have started
from sparks from the chimney,
which damaged the roof. The firemen used water from a booster
pump to extinguish the blaze.

WE BELIEVE IN MICHIGAN AND MICHIGAN
HADE GOODS. OUR PROPOSITION WAS MADE

WEEK'S *NF.WS

Mlsf Vesta Barton, daughterof
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Barton, 83 West
17th st, and Richard Speet, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Speet* 620
Michigan ave., were united in marriage on April 80, and a reception,
was given last Friday at the home
of the bride’s parents.A mock weddin"- was played by Edward Tilma,
officiating,Sherrill Visser, ring
bearer, and Albert Sterken, uncle
of the bride, sang “O Promise Me,”
and MI Love You Truly,” accom-

3074

NEWS

I
i

st.
•

1

1

**“

MICHIGAN resources are possibly more diversified than
those found in any other state
in the

union.

*

berg.

COMBINATION SALE
EASY WASHERS

• • •

OUR STATE
to sell

has a great deal

Miss Vivian Harkema, who will
become the bride of Neil Van

from farm, factory and

Bruggen, was honored at a linen
shower given by Mrs. D. C. Van
Bniggen. The guest of honor re-

mine. Help stimulate the market for these resources through

ceived several beautiful gifts, including hand-made gifts. Games
were played, with prizes going to
Mrs. John Lam and Mrs. R. Sprick.
delicious two-course luncheon
was served. About 18 guests were
present.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Buursma,
187 East 11th st., announce the engagement of their daughter, Esther
Mae, to John Slager of Roseland,
111. Definiteplans for the wedding
have not yet been made.
• • *

mimemtmff'x-

A

the purchase of Michigan products today.

PROSPERITY
IT

IS

MUTUAL-

CONCERNS EVERYONE!

EASY

BIG

im
81

If tour bot (with the help
of a magic glaia) could
surrey all of Michigan, what
would he see? He’d see fine
vacations everywhere . . .
sights to thrill

It’s good for children to

know

iif

their native State

fun and

it’s

it’s

.

.

.

educational

too. Will your childrenhave
that privilege this

summer?,

There’s a world of things in

Michigan they probably

• There are 725 camp* for chfl.
dren dltfributedthroughout Michigan ... including42 Scoot camp*.

haven’t seen — a world that’s

well worth seeing!
• It’s a comfort to

that

.

know

home and

family
can aheayt he reached
quickly by telephone,

* /

MICHIGAN
BELL

HOME LAUNDRY OUTFIT

Better Hurry! Hero's tho great eat washer
bargain over offered. A complete EASY
homo laundry outfit,including everything
except orator . . . and it costa only
' 469.96 t No longer need you send
your washing out Start washing at
horns tomorrow. Coats only 8? a

l ir

any normal

boy or girl.

TELEPHONE

• Michigan abound* in acenle
beauty that very few State* can

COMPANY

equal

... and fewer itillsurpass!

tubful Oat thli apodal whlla it lasts
. ( coma in today.

.

Dick De Waard was honored on

u>ahs awss

his birthdayanniversary when a
group of relativesgathered at his

UBS)

LQUISPADNOS
Want* to Bay all Kind* of Scrap
Material, Old Iron, Badiatora, Old
Batteriesand other Jnnk. Beat
market price; also feed and sugar

All For

only

bags.

•

FRIENDLY. COURTEOUS. SiRVICB

Wo know

our

customon don't wish to submit to smw# offer a Personalixed

borrossing investigationsso

Loan Sarvict designed to provids quick cash loons
without any personal discomfiture whatsoever,

• HOW YOU CAN
BRIDES:—

A Regular

By arrangementwith a New York

$74.50 Value

Salon we art able to take charge of

ijuitu cin

1

GET A

LOAN

Your car (it need not bo paid tor)— personal prop*
‘orty— your own signature are ample security.Anyone— married or ringlo— with a steady income can
use this easy, dignified, private plan to eecure
needed extra cash. Check over your money needs
then come in and talk it over.
»

all

to

details, from outfitting the bride

arm^lBg

the tablea. Call Bride’*

JAMES

Serrie*

£ ROSE CLOAK STORE

trrrrm

212-216 River

Avenue.

A.

BROUWER

The Old

Reliable Furniture Store

CO.

'

HOLLAND LOAN ASSOC

. 10 West Eighth Streets Telephone
linn,, .l_ll lflrA.tr.im
^touand,
Michigan

9050

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA4AAAAAA^
Allegan County
ftViVVTTT^TWff ff ¥VVVVWV
Lawrence Hutchinson pf Fenn
ville returned last week from a two
months business trip to Montana
and Idaho for the Ferry Seed Co.
of Detroit. After a month’s visit
here with his father, Claude Hut*

But

True

It’s

____ IT

__

!

AMAHMMiO

John howlaho

chinson, he will leave for the south-

west on another extendedbusiness

w*i

sum

OH

ITS 7*tP TO

fcswr,

trip.

off

rm •/MmowtR'4

MiR/CA

BY

-

A

aw rm mssmpt

BAOT ABOARD AGA/H—
IN M/P- ATLANTIC,

The Douglas school will have an

lunch wag served to 60 guest*.
LUMBER BARGAINS
Several were present from Grand Hsmlock,
•mlock, Rough
Bough or 4dnasod, tx4,
Rapids and Mr. and Mra. Edward
ix«, 2x8, 2xl0-|30.
Cook were present from Fremont.
Mo ting, 130.00, Kip,
.........
plop.
$30.00.
Both Mr. and Mrs. Van Bruggen Boards, rough, $34.00.
attended Holland high school/lari. Got our prices on Bare ahingko
Van Bruggen waa recently emand rough Hemlock and white
d by Hollander, Inc., and Mr.
pint Bare Boards. Anything you
Bruggen is employed by the
want in Yellow Pino,
------bo, White
Pins
Charles Karr Co. The couple, after
and Fir lumber at lowest price*.
taking a trip to Northern MichW# deliver anywhere.
igan, will return Tuesday. They All Types of Insulation.
are making their home in Central
Bolhuii
_____ Lumber and Mfg. Co.
Park.

• •

exhibition of art work at the Douglas Athletic associationclub house
daily from June 4 to June 10 inclusive, from 1:00 to 6:00 p. m. The
public is cordiallyinvited.
• • •

A program featured the last day
of school at the East Crisp school
Friday. Ice cream and cake were
served.The West Crisp school also
held a program Friday. Lemonade
and cake were served.

A baby boy whc
10 has been named
Geo:
eorge
Richard,, was
'
-------born to Mr.
anid Mrs.
S<
rs. James Sewers
op Wednesday, May 24, at Douglas hospital.
Mrs. Sewers is the former Alice
Plummer

of

1:!-

;

•

Ganges.

•
Announcements have been received here of the marriageat Allegan on May 27 of Miss Bertha
OIso
..... .
- Ison of Allegan, to W. Scott Lockwood. Mrs. Lockwood was for several years a teacher in the Fenn-

_

ville schools.

200 E. 17th 81
Holland. Michigan.

*

has been without a pastor since
Rev. F. W. Deane left to take a
charge at Pontiac.

Expires June 10

The Christian Endeavor society

met Sunday at Bentheim with

Friday announced that
villi
nextt year the village
of Saugatuck
would stage an Iris festival and
homecoming.Thousands of Iris
now line the village streets.
Officials

Office:

TenCate

190 River Ave.

Attorneys-at-Law
Office:

Phone 2404

Over Holland State

Bank

Dr. A.-Leenhouts

Holland. Michigan

ATTENTION—Stock

Eye, Bar, Naan tad Throat
owners. Free
service given on dead or disabled
(Over Model Drug Stem)
servicegiven on dead or disabled
Holland, Mick
horses and sows. Notify ua
24 pja
promptly. Phone 0746, collect Office Hour*:
to 9:00
HOLLAND RENDERING WORKS. Evenings — Saturday 7
Phonos: Office
Rea. 2770
Expire* June 17—17954

STATE

oVmICHIGAN

see

The Probate Court for the County of Ottawa.
At a session of said Court, held
at the Probate Office in the City
of Grand Haven in said County,
on the 24th day of May, A. D,

STATE OF MICHIGAN
BANKING DEPARTMENT
THE MATTER OF

1989.
Present, Hon. Core Vande Water, Judge of Probate.
In the Matter of the Estate of

Michigan.

• • •

HolUnd City State

Hours: 10-11:80aju.; 2-5 A 7-8

IN
Peter I^estma,superintendent of
the Holland Home in Grand Rap- Trustees of Segregated Assets
The First State Bank of Holland
ids, as speaker.

ip

•

&

Ambulance Service
29 East 9th St.
Holland, Michigan

•

Cross

Mis*.
M
S41I

DYKSTRA

• • •
Frank C. Hurley, assistantpastor at Galilee Bantist church, Chicago, has received a call from the
Spring Lake church. The church

• •

Diekema

Jane Aletts Vender Veen De

Before: Alvan Macauley, Jr.
Boer, Deceased.
Kenneth Harold (Bud) Cook, 21;
Commissionerof the Banking
Stuart E. Boyd having filed in
died Friday night at his home at
Department.
said court hia petitionpraying that
Spring Lake from scarlet fever
HuMTCofie/ofiMsBir,
said court adjudicate and deterORDER FOR EXTENSION
following a two-day illness. He
• • •
s*mi
mine who were at the time of her
was
born
here
June
13,
1917,
and
OF TRUST AGREEMENT
A' grass fire came. near
burning
___________
HIS MHHMD OR HKHtCK
death the legal heiri of said dewas educated in local schools. He
the Gibson church
Da
h Memorial
Mei
1 Day.
WHEREAS, a certain Trust
ceased and entitledto inherit the
mi HIS ROSf - n /ms ABORT
was
a
member
of
First
Reformed
It was
finally
extinj
------- __tingui
jished within
Agreement was made and entered
real estate of which said deceased
WUH
THC MHDOMOf TH(
church
of
Grand
Haven.
Kenneth
a few feet of
of the building by nearinto on the 28th day of June, 1933,
died leised.
mpA6(
P€/f SOP'S ARM...
had
been
associated
with
his
father
by residente.
by and between The First State
It is ordered, that the 27th day
in the dairy business.
Bank of Holland, a Michiganbank• * •
of June, A.D., 1939, at ten o'clock
» * •
Wlcm*4ut
t
WNU
Sarrice
Mona Mary, the 10-months-old
ing corporation of Holland, Michin the forenoon, at said probate
Martin Start, 50, JJpring Lake ' ;an, and William J. Westveer, R.
daughterof Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
office, be and ia hereby appointed
business man and former township A*. Hoek, and Edward Garvolink, us
Mills of Fennyille, was taken to
for hearing said petition;
officer, died Saturday at his home Trustees, duly appointedby the
Borgess hospital Saturday for
It is Further Ordered, That pubtreatment and diagnosis.
lic notice thereof be given by pub- a
Mr. Corey’s nose has regular muscular powers, similar to those of the average man s arm. He Is em- there from a heart ailment from Commissionerof the Banking Dewhich
he
suffered
since
last
Decem» • •
partment of the State of Michigan,
lication of a copy of tills order, for
barrassed aliou1. ti e matter, performs only in private.But, he reports, the matter is embarrassing anyway,
ber. Mr. Start was a partner for with the approval of the Governor,
three successive weeks previous to
The home of Mr. and Mrs. Rich- because when he becomes nervous the nose wanders around of i!a own vo'ition.
2r) years in the firm Brongersma &
to act as such Trustees and carry
said day of hearing, in the Holard Stoit, 27 East 24th st., Holland,
Start, coal dealers, and 10 years out the terms, conditionsand purland City ^lews,
newspaper .
was the scene Friday evening of
ago was electedhighway overseer. poses of the Trust thereby created,
printed and circulated in said
the marriage of their niece, Miss Newnham, Catherine Padbury, John Tryon, N. C. hunt. In adult jumpHe was a member of First Re- and
County.
Anna Barveld,daughter of Mr. and Peterson, Betty Powers, Olive ing and hunting classes he won two
formed church of Grand Haven.
Cora Vande Water,
WHEREAS,
Section
XVI
and
fifth
places,
and
rode
in
a
United
Reeks,
Lucile
Slater,
Edward
Mrs. Nick Barveld of Fillmore
* • •
Judge of Probate.
Section XX of the Trust Agreement
Sandtner,
Harry
Sundin,
Mary
States
army
combination
of
three
township, to Erwin Hoeksema, son
A true copy.
young people who were in entered into by and between the
Carl Wicks. The
VA
I, anu
XlWftbflllU of Jane Troutman,
a i
A saw hunter. He rode horses since he
of All
Mr.
and iflio.
Mrs. JUJ1II
John Hoeksema
The home of Mr. and Mrs. theThe
Harriet Swart,
play “'Hit Antics of Andrew” Bank and the Trustees provided
Holland township.To the strains seniors celebrated skip day Wed- was eight years old, and won the Simon Harkema at Jenison park
Register of Probate.
which was given by the East Crisp that the life of the said Trust In• • horsemanship award. He atof the Lohengrin wedding march, nesday with a roast dinner and junior
tended school at Tryon, but is now was the scene of a wedding Friday school Thursday and Friday night strument should be, in the first inplayed by Miss Lucile Kooyers, the cinema.
staying with his father at Castle evening at 7:30 o'clock when their had a beach party Wednesday stance, for five years from the date
0
bride ascendedthe stairs for the
'Exrires June 24)
Expires June 10—17930
thereof,but may be extended from
Ten policemen selected from Park. Last year Austin won the daughter,Miss Vivian Harkema, night.
double ring
ing ceremony,which was
year
to
year
upon
order
of
the
• • •
MORTGAGE SALE
performed by the Rev. Ralph Hey W a y I a n d, Saugatuck,Hopkins, Brown Challenge cup, which is became the bride of Neal Van
STATE OF MICHIGAN
Mr. and Mrs. Irvin Kimher of Commissioner, and
nen of the East Holland Christiar Douglas, Fennville,Otsego, Plain- given in a three-mile race in the Bruggen, son of Dick Van BrugThe
Probate
Court
for
the
CounDefault
having* lien made in tha
Crisp have moved into their new
Reformed church in the presence of well and Allegan will attend a five- south, sponsored by Mr. Brown and gen of 266 West 19th st. The
WHEREAS, The Trust Agree- ty of Ottawa.
conditions of a certain mortgafi
home
recently built.
single
ring
ceremony
was
perhis
two
sons.
day
institute,
June
26
to
30,
at
immediaterelativesof the couple.
ment was extended for one year, or
• • •
signed and executed by John Sago
formed bv the Rev. C. A. Stoppels,
The bride wore a gown of aqua Michigan State college. Letters
from June 28, 1938, to June 28,
At a session of said Court, held gers and Alice Saggers, his win,
On
July
4
the
North
Holland
iastor of Bethel Reformed church,
net over satin, and carried a bou- have been sent out to the officers
NovelistOnce Justiceof Peace
1939, by an order of the Commis- at the Probate Office in the City ol
ip of ruim
ows were exchanged before an community will again feature a sioner of the Banking Department Grand Haven In the said County, of the
quet of white snapdragons and of these towns and Sheriff Fred
Henry Fielding.Eighteenth cengan County, Michigan, on
baby’s breath. Mr. and Mrs. Hoek- Miller,who will select the officers tury English novelist, was at one arch of poppies, ferns and spring celebrationat the school grounds. dated June 21, 1938, as amended by on the 19th day of May, A. D.,
day
the
- of December In thTyear
^ne
sema will reside at 85 East 16th st., to receive scholarships.The pur- time justice of the peace for West- garden flowers. The couple was A meeting of the committee was order dated December 22, 1938, and 1939.
thousand nine hundred
'
attende by Miss Irene Harkema held Wednesday evening.
attended
pose of the institute is to present
this city.
Present,
Hon.
Cora
Vande
Water.
WHEREAS,
the
life
of
the
said
minster.
to Harry B. Elhart, Tc
• • *
a series of lectures and discussions
and Fred Sherwood. Joyce Har• • *
Trust Instrumentwould otherwise Judge of Probate.
Park, Ottawa County,
miscellaneousshower was
dealing with the various problems
kema, small daughter of Mr. and
The Gibson school in Allegan which confront local law enforce- Hessian Troops Foufbt for England Mrs. Kenneth Harkema, was the given Saturday afternoon at the expire on the 28th day of June, In the Matter of the Estate of mortgagee, which said mortrage
1939, and
Frank Kuite, Deceased.
county held its annual picnic Sat- ment officers.
waa recorded In the office of the
The total number of Hessian flower girl. The bride was gowned home of Mrs. Lezeman of BentIt appearing to the court that Register of Deeds of Ottawa Counurday, June 3, at Goshom lake. A
WHEREAS,
it appears after due
heim
in
honor
of
Miss
Hazel
Lezetroops who fought for England in in white satin fashionedwith a
0 0 0
potluck dinner was served. The
examinationand consideration of the time for presentationof claims ^ Mich j^gan,
The marriage of Mrs. Mamie the Revolutionarywar was 29,867. train. She wore a tiara of white man, who will be a June bride.
school is closed for a long vacation.
the affairs of this trust that its ter- against said estate should be limD. 1925, in Liber 184
o
Bassage of Fennville and John H.
rosebuds and carried yellow roses
mination as of that date would re- ited, and that a time and place bt of Mortgages
gages on page 433, which
* • •
Russell of Flint, took place Tuesand white snapdragons.The
Ignore Paul Revere’* Testimony
Marjorie Boyce, Violet Shumaker, day, May 30, at the home of the
sult in a monetary loss to the par- appointed to receive,examine and said mort
English Sailors Had Pigtaila
Lohengrin Weeding march was
Most history books ignore Paul ties at interest,the creditors of adjust all claims and demands by the nai
Eddie Bransberger,Allan Free- bride, the ceremony being performThe pigtail was popular among alayed by Vernon Avery as the
Revere’s own testimony that the this trust, and would otherwise be against sfid deceased by and be- First State
lander and Donald Lindholm re- ed by her brother-in-law, Rev. English sailors in the period from
ate Bank'
Bank of Holland, Mich~Michjridal party assembled. During the
' and*
ceived diplomas at the recent eighth
igan, a corporation organised
Thomas Campbell of Chicago. They about 1300 to 1815, the sailors dress- ceremony Jean and Dorothy Nien- British halted him before he got to inadvisableand undesirable for all fore said court:
grade graduation exercises held at will live in Flint, where Mr. Ruspartiesconcerned;
It ia Ordered, That creditorsof existing under the laws of the State
huis sang “O Promise Me. Later Concord and took his horse away.
ing each other’s queues.
Saugatuck.
He
records
he
walked
the
rest
of
NOW, THEREFORE, in consid said deceased are required to pre- ox Michigan, by assignmentdated
sell is employed by the Buick Co.
they sang “No One Ever Cared for
• « •
eration of the foregoing, and in sent their claims to taid court at
Me Like Jesus.”
two-course the way.
* • •
Miss Margaret Bell and Harry
Acquiring Freckles
accordance with authority
ihority granted said Probate Office on or before
The following officers were electSunday were graduated from the ed to serve the Gibson ‘Mission
by SectionXYI of the Trust Agree- the 27th dev of Sept., A. D., 1939, of the Register of Deeds of Otta-3
Most people acquire freckles aftSaugatuck high school Thursday circle in the Gibson church in Alle- er exposure to strong sunlight— on
wa County,
Count on the second day of
ment, I hereby extend the life of at ten o’clock in the forenoon, we
night, June 1. They live in Gibson.
this Trust Agreement for one year said time and place being hereby January, A. D. 1923, in Liber 141
gan county for the following year: other faces the spota Just grow. Redeffective as of the 28th day ol appointed for the examination and of Mortgages on page 180.
* • •
President, Mrs. Mabel T. Boyce; haired persons are generally enJune, 1939, with the said
I Trust
Ti
adjustmentof all clairaaand dend said
laid mortgage having been
And
The following pupils of Sauga- vice president,Mrs. Hattie Fudor; dowed with very fair skins, tend to
Agreement to expire on the 28th mands against said deceased.
Kiied bv the said Pint 1
tuck school graduated June 1: Alice secretary and treasurer,Mrs. Hat- freckle most easily.
day of June, 1940.
It is Further Ordered, That pubik to Wflliam J. Westveer, 1
Baker, Robert Brackenridge, Jane tie Felts; devotionalchairman, Mrs.
lic notice thereof be given by pub- Hoek, and
Manila Fiber From Plant
Garvelink,
Bird, Margaret Bell, Betty Davis, Dorothy Wolbert; work committee
IN WITNESS WHEREOF,
Ethel Ekdahl, Joyce Force, John- chairman, Mrs. Ruth Meyers;
Manila fiber Is obtained from the
have hereunto set my hand and lication of a copy of this order for Trustees of the Segregated Aaaeta
son Fox, Emma Jane Gerstner, sunshine committee, Miss Irene abaca plant which grows only in
three successiveweeks previous to of the First State Bank of Holland,
seal this 12th day of April, 1939.
Marian Heinze, Celia House, Jack Bauhahn.
said day of hearing, in the Holland Michigan, by assignment dated the
E. W. NELSON,
the PhilippineIslands. The name
Kreager, Riley Leach, Donald
Deputy Commissionerof City News, a newspaper printed fifteenthday of November, A. D.
comes from the city of Manila from
• • *
Moore, Josephine Monique, Ruth
1936, and recorded in the office of
the
Banking Department. and circulated in said county.
First ribbons for junior jumping which most of it is exported.
the Register of Deeds. Ottawa
CORA VANDE WATER,
I, L. D. Dickinson, Governor of
at the 17th Michigan state horse
’Alice In Wonderland’
the State of Michigan, hereby ap
Judge of Probate County, on the twenty-eighth day
show at East Lansing, held Saturof January, A. D. 1987, In Liber
“Alice’s Adventuresin Wonderprove of the foregoing action of the A true copy:
day, went to young Austin Brown,
180 of Mortgages on page 38.
Commissioner of the
land,’’ by Lewis Carroll, was pub.... Bankins
Banking Harriet Swart,
10-year-oldson of Carter Brown of
Department.
Register of Probate.
And C. Vander Meulen, having
lished In 1869.
Br MUNCta PICK
Castle Park. He is said to be the
Dated April 17, 1939.
been appointed as Trustee of the
Heioi Borah lusiltaU
youngest hunt club official in the
L. D. DICKINSON,
Segregated Aaaeta of the Firet
nation, and is second whip of the
SUNDAY
:? you prefer more informal family
Expires June 10
Expires June 17—17947
Governor.
State Bank of Holland, Michigaiki
The laziest laggard In your l service, line a salad bowl or long
STATE OF MICHIGAN
to succeed the said William J.
Lumbago or Sore Back is due
BOARD OF REVIEW
family wijl roll out ot bed early i "‘•‘oden trencher with greens and
The Probate Court for the Coun- Westveer,resigned, by the order
4«W44<H«4<N<W«HM«M444I
OF OLIVE TOWNSHIP on Sunday morning if you perk up |beap c mound of this tart salmon
ty of Ottawa.
of the Commissionerof the State
to a pinched nerve at the
Expires June 10—17549
At a session of said Court, held Banking Department of Michigan,
• * •
the breakfast menu with a platter-SRlftd in the center:
STATE
OF
MICHIGAN
Spine
This is to notify the taxpayers ful of snappy scrambled egg!.
* The Probate Court for the Coun- at the Probate Office in the City of approved by the Governor of MichSALMON SALAD
of Olive Township that the Board Gentle, soft-cooked eggs do well
Grand Haven, in the said County, igan, said order of appointment beSpinal Adjustment gives
ty of Ottawa.
of Review of that Township will enough for everyday service,but Hard cook—
At a session of said Court, held on the 25th day of May, A. D., ing recorded in the' office of the
prompt relief.
meet at the home of Albert H. come Sunday morning most folks
Register of Deeds in the Conn
Minty of
at the Probate Office in the City of 1939.
eggs.
Stegenga, the supervisor,on TuesPresent, Hon. Cora Vande Wa- Ottawa, State of Michigan,
Michi
in Liber
Grand Haven in the said County,
Remove
akin, but not liquor from
day, June 6, and also on Monday,
266 of Deeds on page 106.
on the 16th day of May, A. D., ter, Judge of Probate.
and Tuesday, June 12 and 13, 1939.
16-oz. can salmon.
In the Matter of the Estate of
ATTORNEYS-AT-LAW
AND WHEREAS, toe power of
1939.
Start on the
At that time taxpavers will be
Harm Schepel, Deceased.
sale in said mortgage has become
KTl
Shred salmon, then add, mixing
Present, Hon. Cora Vande Waprivilegedto review their taxes for
It appearing to the court that operative and no suit or proceeding
road to
ter, Judge of Probate.
thoroughly—
Office:Old Holland City State Bank
that is the time the Board of ReIn the Matter of the Estate of the time for presentationof claims at law* having been instituted to reegg whites, chopped
view will be in session.
health by
against said estate should be lim- cover the debts secured by said
Building “under the clock.”
John H. Kuiper, Deceased.
UM
>4 cup (1 medium) chopped green
By order of the Board of Review,
Isaac Kouw having filed in said ited, and that a time and place be mortgage or any part thereof and
calling 2479
pepper
Olive Township.
Holland, Michigan
Court his final administration ac- appointed to receive,examine and there is claimed to be due on said
VI IO
cup shredded cabbage
ALBERT H. STEGENGA, Su- like something special. So try
count, and his petitionpraying for adjust all claims and demands mortgage on the date hereof, tha
for an
V» cup chopped celery
>»»»»»>»»»»»>»»»»»>»>»>
pervisor.
MU
the allowance thereof and for the against said deceasedby and be total sum of Four Thousand Six
adding a whiff of mild white pepper,
tablespoons small) grated assignment and distributionof the fore said court:
and 34/100 ($4,006.34) Dollar*,
appointment
a portion of delicately chopped
onion
It is Ordered, That creditorsof principal and interest,.
umiMi
residue of said estate.
chives and a couple of spoonfulsof
^4 cup (12 slices) chopped crossExpires June 17
It is Ordered, That the 20th day said deceased are required to prechili sauce to your own inimitable
THEREFORE, notice is
cut sweet pickles.
of
June, A. D., 1939, at ten o’clock sent their claims to said court at hereby given that pursuant to tha
scrambledeggs and see what it
ADVERTISEMENT
FOR
BIDS
— Holland Office
does. I tell you, it gives a note of Mash the egg yolke, then add, in the forenoon, at said Probate said Probate Office on or before the statute in such case made and proOffice, be and is hereby appointed 4th day of October, A. I)., 1939, vided and the power of sale in said
real distinction to a breakfast blending well
30 W. Eighth Street
COAL HANDLING EQUIPMENT
for examining and allowingsaid at ten o’clock in the forenoon, said mortgage contained, for the purmenu
to
serve
these
rosy-hued
and
3
tablespoonsprepared yellow
FOR
— Zeeland Office
account and hearing said petition; time and place being hereby ap- pose of satisfying the sums due
spicy-flavored
eggs.
mustard
:n£r;
ELECTRIC GENERATING
PLANT
It is Further Ordered, That pub- pointed for the examinationand on said mortgage, the costa and
62 E. Main
Phone 137
tablespoons
pure
cider
vinegar
FOR
SCRAMBLED EGGS
Jjc notice thereof be given bv pub- adjustmentof all claims and de- charges of said sale and any tare*
teaspoons sugar
lication of a copy of this order
Stir until well broken up
di for mands against said deceased.
and insurance premiums paid beCITY OF HOLLAND
tablespoon salt
It is Further Ordered, That pub- fore date of said sale bv tfne mortthree successiveweeks previous to
eggs.
P.W.A. DOCKET, MICHIGAN 1646-P-F
teaspoon pepper.
said day of hearing, in the Hol- lic notice thereof be given by publi- gagee, or assignees of the mortPlace in top of double boiler with—
Combine egg yolk and egg white land City News, a newspaperprint- cation of a copy of this order for gagee, the said mortgage will be
1
°f Holland, Ottawa County, Michigan will receive
CHIROPRACTOR
tablespoons milk or cream I mixture, mixing thoroughly. Serve ed and circulatedin said county.
three successive weeks previous to
sealed bids for the Coal Handling Equipment in connection wiUr the
foreclosedfor the sale of the prem28 Years’ Experience
tablespoons
jn CUp8 0f lettuce and garnish with
said day of hearing, in the Holof *n Electric GeneratingPlant Project of the Owner,
CORA VANDE WATER,
ises to the highest bidder at public
Cook
over
hot
water
until j radishes and whole slices of cross--- j -News,
•— -—
a newspaperJ'
print1 1
7*30 P
(Eastern Standard Time) on the 21st day of June*
Judge of Probate. land City
Licensed by the State of
auction on the third day of July,
creamy but not stiff, stirringcut sweet pickles. (Serves 6 to 8.) A true copy:
ed and circulatedIn said
id county.
at
H»l|. Holland, Michigan, at which time and) place
A. D. 1939, at 2:00 in the afternoon
Michigan
frequently.
CORA VANDE WATER, of said day at the north front door
all bids will be publiclyopened and read aloud.
Harriet Swart,
Judge
of
Probate.
Remove from fire, then add—
Register of Probate.
of the Court House in the City of
A true copy:
Vs teaspoon salt
Grand Haven, Michigan; said premHarriet
Swart
amei
owan.
Dash of white pepper
ises being located in the Township
Register of Probate.
2. The successful
ul bidder will be required to furnish satisfactory
1
tablespoon minced chives
Expires June 10—14412
of Park in the County of Ottawa,
Performance,and Labor
uinic
ibor and ____
Material Bonds, Compensation,tPublic
tablespoons chili sauce.
STATE OF MICHIGAN
in the State of Michigan, and deLiability, Contingent Liabilityand Property Damage Inaurance as
The Probate Court for the Counscribed as follows:
Mix thoroughlyand serve at
specified.
Stars All that part of Lot numbered
ty of Ottawa.
once.
nMMafc revitaliz'd !
6* The contract documents,including plana and specifications,
At a session of said Court, held
(2) in Section numbered
MAIN
COURSE
SALAD
SERVICE
world «nd homo Ufa w|tk tho atw
Meet beautiful tribute to one deare on file at the office of the City Clerk of the City of Holland at the
THRIFTY TRICK
at the Probate Office in the City of
Thirty-five (35), Township Five
A
popular
luncheon
salad
for
Uty
HaU,
Holland,
Michigan;
at
the
office
of
Hamilton
and
Weeber
City
Michigui;
To use up tag ends of baked ham Grand Haven in said County, on parted ia the offering that expects (6), north of range sixteen
tru
quick handling and easy eating is
the 22nd day of May, A. D., 1939. no reward save Ha own evidence west which lies south of the
the main course salad— « big, sub- lurking in the back of the refrigAUOII’HONI
erator, why don’t you prepare a
Present. Hon. Cora Vande Wa- of lasting worth. Whether simple way known as Lake Street and
stantial
aalad
that
combines
all the
at the officeof the Builders and Tradera Exchange, 200 Ionia Avenue,
4«*lo»o4 in BtH TeUphon. labor. terio*.
Macaroni and Ham Casserole? ter, Judge of Probate.
described as follows: Bounded by a
main
course
dishear-meat, vegeN.W.,
Grand
Rapids,
Michigan;
and
at
the
office
of
the
Bnildere
and
Air w boa. cond.ction--Jncoiuplc.on.
In the Matter of the Estate of or impoaing in character,memorial line commencing at a point on the
You’ll find it makes a grand main
tables
and
salad
in
one.
Here
is
Traders
Exchange,
439
Penobscot
Building,
Detroit,
Michigan.
wten w«*-<|«r, naUral tono-thorproblems of yours become ours
Jacob Kloosterman,Deceased.
course dish for luncheon or supper
west line of said lot numbered Two
•MUV daptadobW.
4. Copies of the documents may be obtained by depositing Fif- a thrifty sort of aalad that ia easy served with a green vegetable salad
John Kloostermanhaving filed in from the day yon consult us.
(2) where the south margin line of
teen
($15.00)
Dollars
with
the
City
Clerk
at
HolUnd,
Hamilton
and
Ht firtter iafornuttmwrit. Aadiand rolls. It’s no task to do either. said Court his petition, praying for
Lake Street intersects said west
Weeber or Giffela & Vallet, Incn for each set of documentsso obtained.
To save time and assure success, licenseto sell the interestof said
line of Lbt Two (2), thence east
8.E., Grand Kaplda.,or phono 6-MJ.
' documentswiU be refunded
use the prepared macaroni that estate in certain real estate therealong the south margin line of
L upon [return of the plana
in
described,
comes already cooked in a rich
Lake Street one hundred
and documentsin good conditionwithin ten (10) days after the openIt
is
Ordred,
That
the
20th
da;
cream sauce with cheese, then folfour (124) feet, thence
ing of bids. TEN ($10.00) DOLLARS will be refunded for each of all
of June, A. D., 1939, at ten o’clocl
low these directions:
parallelwith the west line of
other seta of documente so returned.
in the forenoon,at said Probate Of
Expires June 10
lot two
tv
(2) one hundred
MACARONI
AND
HAM
.
. 5- The City of Holland reserves the right to reject any or aU
flee, be and is hereby appointed
five (175) feet, thence west on
CASSEROLE
bids
or
to
waive
any
defects
in
bids
in
the
interest
of
the
City.
for
hearing
said
petitiqn,
and
that
THE BOARD OF REVIEW
line parallel with the south
on your time, your talents,and Cook just until tender—
6. A certified check or bank draft payable to the City of Holland,
all persona interested in said esline of Lake Street one 1
your
treasury.
It
can
be
tossed
---- „ bid
— — bond
executed Pi
hy the
***** bidder
***************
and rn
a am*
surety- vviti7
com-,
tate appear before said Court, at
tablespoon chopped onion
The Board of Review will meet or a satisfactory
twenty-four(124) feet,
pany, in an
together
quickly
from
staples
al<5%) per cent of the bid shall b«
tablespoons chopped green said time and place, t<f show cause
in Holland Township next week
north along said west "
ready in the larder and embellished
submitted
with
each
bid
as
a
guarantee
that
a
contract
will
be
entered
why
a
license
to
sell
the
interest
Tuesday and Wednesday, June 6
Two (2) one hundred
with bits of vegetablestucked away
nrity offered within ten (10) days after notice that tha
of said estate in agid real estate
and 7 and also the week follow'
(175) feet to the place of 1
in
the
refrigerator.
,
Take
a
fish
should
not
be
granted.
on Monday and Tuesday,
2 1 tablespoons butter. ; * .. .
ning.
salad
now—
say
savory
salmon
It Is Further Ordered, That pub1 after the opening of bids,
and 18. The meetings wL . ..... .
Dated March 24, 1939.
flakes and egg rings crisped with Add, mixing well—
VMWCUD will be
in: returned
icvuiuvu within
niuiiu -io
lic notice thereof be given by pub48 nuum
hours
in the Town Hall on those days --- — r — -tablespoons
chili
s*nce
vegetable
alivers
and
sweet
pickle,
R. A. Hoek,
lication
of
a
copy
of
this
order,
for
I
anvone
wishinoto
review
their
executed
contract
and
required
b<
and anyone wishing to review their Sllv^by teT 0^dne^>ntrMtr*,Bilred h°*A*
«P*
cup diced cooked ham
and C. Vander
then merged with a mixture of egg
three successive- weeks previous to
taxes are privileged to do bo on
medium (17 ot.) can cooked said day of hearing, in the Holthe
yolka, mustard and vinegar. Why,
the above named days and dates,
macaroni in cream sauce land City .News, a newspaperprintState
bids for at least tldrty(3i) days.
with thia hefty sort of fare yi>u
when the Board of Review will be
with cheese.
need serve
barerep
ed and circulatedin said County.
CORA VANDE WATER,
Pour Into ahallow casseroleand
Review, Holland Town.
You mav eerve this aalad in lettuce
bread crumbs. Bake in a
Judge of Probate.
of
a a
oven (375* F.) 15 to 20 A true cop;
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Monument Works

"v

Mffim

Portia and Juliet In a modern visited Mr. and Mra. Wm. Ensing in charge of Mr Ed Folkert.
and family of Da Motto, Ind., are
A Labor Day masting was bald Tha wadding took placa In tha couShakespeareburlesque. Gene Nafe on Tuesday
Mr. and Mra. Ed Vander Kolk •pending this week «t the home of in tha auditorium lift Monday eve- ple’s newly constructedhome. Rev.
Mr. and Mrs. Harm Ringewole were guests at the home of Mr. their parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. J.
gave the group a taste of her talent
ning, June 5th. Due to the opposi- L Scherpenisseread the double
called on Mr. and Mrs. Henry Ros- and Mrs. Ben Wanders of Allegan H. Klomparens.
in a short story, “A Gift for ema of Moline on Tuesday.
tion in the method of celebration, ring service. The bride was gownSunday evening.
Mias JosephineTimmerman of
Mother.” Refreshmentswere serv- Mrs. Klaas Kreuze and Mrs. Wm.
The Peters’ family reunion will Grand Rapids spent the week end H was decided not to celebratethis ed In the wedding dress worn by>
-.i —
oo ----Mesbergen
of
Zeeland
spent
Tuesed by a committee composed of
her mother
28
years ago. She carcarbe held on June 20 at the Zeeland with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. year.
»y with the family o
of M!r. and CKy Park.
ried a small white satin BiWle with
Mildred Potter,Catherine Marclay,
George
Timmerman.
During
thunderstorm
last
Mrs. Herman De Vries.
ribbons and tiny clusters of swainMiss Julia Maatman has returnand Teddy Meulendyke.
Born to Mr. and' Mrs. Allen Dan- week the chicken coop of Henry sona. The couple was attended by
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Albrecht ed from Blodgett hospital,Grand
Sale
burned
down.
Infection. She is survived by her
Mrs. James Slagh of R. R. 2,
and Harley visited Mr. and Mrs. Rapids, where ahe submitted to an gromond at the Holland hospitala
Miss Mildred Kaper, sister of the
Mraats and one sister, Adeline, at Holland, suffered a wrenched back
Wesley Kraay, Danforth, 111., George Ensing and family on Sun- operation.
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Nyhoff bridegroom, who wore dusty pink
home. Private rites were held at when the car in which she and her junior,was elected house president day evening.
Mr. Clarence Groenheide, teach- The baby girl born to Mr. and attended a postmasters' convention with a corsage of sweet peas, and
1:10 at the home, with the Rev. C. husband were riding was struck
HenriettaVelthuisand Jerenc er in the Sandy View school, gave Mrs. Harold Lugten has been nam- and ball game at Detroit on Mon- John Grisaen of Holland. Mr. and
of Van Vleck Hall at a recent elecM. Beerthuis,pastor of Immanuel from the rear when the car was
day.
Meyer sang "Leaningon the Ever- ajmrty to his pupils last week ed Carole Ann.
Mrs. Kaper left immediately on a
church, in chaise. The Rev. Henry stopped for the traffic signal at tion. J. Harvey Mqller, Allegan lasting Arm” and nIs My Name
Miss Elaine Miriam Ashley, short wedding trip around the
lav
afternoon.
Games
were
Betty
Anne
Scherpenisse
is
Van Dyke, pastor of Fourth Re- College and 8th St The name of freshman, was elected treasurer. Written There” in the school serdaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Roy Ashformed church, officiatedat the the driver whose car collided with The new officers assumed their du- vices accompanied by Beatrice played and refreshments served. spending her summer vacation ley, became the bride of Marvin Great Lakes.
Two
societiesof the Christian with her grandmother at Bisson,
Mr. and Mrs. George Schutmaat
servicesheld at 2:15 in the Nibbe- the Slagh car could not be ascerZwiers.
Kaper, son of Mr. and Mrs. George and family were Sunday guests
ties immediately.
Reformed church held a sale Tues- Michigan.
lin-Notier funeral chapel.Interment tained.
Mrs. S. Vroon is confined to her day evening in the community hall.
Special musk will be rendered Kaper, last Thursday morning. of Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Schutmaat.
A pre-electionrally was held at
was in Pilcfim Home cemetery.
home with an attack of appendici- The Women’s Missionary Society in the American Reformed church
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Louis De Waard, which time all candidates stated tis.
and the Mission Circle of the Re- next Sunday evening by the BotHenry Wolters, age 60, died at 154 West 20th St., announce the their platforms and views on house
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Velthuis formed church had a joint meeting hnia Children’sQuartet.
Holland hospital of chronic heart birth of a daughter at Holland
Jr. of Hudsonvillevisited their last Tuesday afternoonat which
policies.
Mrs. Wallace Kempkers enterdisease. He was a resident of Chi- hospitalTuesday.
The duties of Mr. Kraay are: to parents, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Velt- occasion Mrs. Henry Poppen, mfl- tained at her home last Saturday
caco, but had been staying with
«*!.,
sionary from China, spoke. She afternoon in honor of her daughLee De Feyter, 180 River ave. He
act as mediator in affairs concerngave a vivid word-picture of the ter, Norma Jean, who celebrated
Is survived by the widow; a daughing the administration and house
harrowing conditions due to the her third birthday. Those present
OVERISEL
ter. Mrs. Helen Jarka of Chicago,
residents, to appoint floor manwar in and around Amoy and on were: Betty Lou* Dangremond,
and two brothers and a sister in
the island of Kulungsu where our Lois Jean White, Marilyn Nyhoff,
agers, to enforce the demerit sysNew York. The body was taken to
Miss Sylvia Kleinheksel spent a mission is located.
Genevieve and Vivian Wentzel,
the Langeland funeral home and
tem, and to act as a "guardian few days last week with Mr. and
Shirley Reimink, Ella Lou Brink,
was taken to Chicago where funeral
angel" over the inmates of Van Mrs. George Zoerhof in East SauHope and Lucille Schutmaat,Conservices were held Monday.
HAMILTON
gatuck. Mr. and Mrs. Zoerhof reVleck.
• • •
nie Joy Haakma, Alma Joyce Drenturned with her to her own home
Winners in the fifth district popSunday evening. Their son, Wayne,
Mrs. George Kaper returned ten, Ronald Kaper, Billy Sisson,
py poster contest were announced
also accompaniedthem.
from the Holland hospitallast David Lon Dangremond, Burton
ZUTPHEN
Wentzel, Jerry Billet, and the
by Mrs. Alfred Joldersma, district
The prayer meeting in the Re- Sunday afternoon.
CITY MISSION
guest of honor, Norma Jean*
chairman of the American Legion
The Ensing family reunion will formed church Sunday evening was
Rev. and Mrs. Raymond Schaap Kempkers.
auxiliary. In the high school group,
74 E. 8th St *
be held on June 14 on Wednesday
Frank Sobel of Davis Tech, won
Geo. W. Trotter, Supt.
evening at the Hudsonville school
first, Glenn Williams,also of Davis
Sat., 7:30 — Praise and Testimony auditorium.
Tech, second, and James Ferris, Service.
Mr. Dick Zylstra who has been
third. In the grade school group,
Sun., 1:30— Bible School.
confined to his home for several
Clinton Gitchell won first, Ruth
2:30 — Song, music, message and months, was again able to attend
Verhey second, and Lillian Nyen- praise.
church services Sunday.
huis, third. The latter three are
6:30— Junior Prayer Band.
Mr. and Mrs. John Ensing and
all of Zeeland.Judges were Verne
7:30— EvangelisticService. Spec- Mr. Harm Ensing visited their
C. Hohl, Charles E. Laitsch, and ial music. Geo. Trotter will preach. brother and sister, Mr. and Mrs.
Arthur C. Yost, all of Holland. The
Tues., 7:30— Special Service.
Leonard Van Ess Sunday evening.)
winning poster enters the state
Dr. David Otis Fuller,pastor of
Mr. John Baker is confined to'
contest, the state winner goes to
Wealthy St. Baptist Temple, Grand his home with streptococcusinfecthe national contest, and the naRapids.
tion.
tional winner is used as the naFriday, 7:30 — Sacred concert by
Miss Herella Vander Kolk of
tional advertisng poster next year.
Hager’s Professional Guitar En- Grand Rapids was a supper guest
» • *
semble of Grand Rapids.
of Tena and Jeanette Van Ess on
Mr. and Mrs. Brute Van LeeuSunday.
wen, 18 East 18th St, have as their
Miss Vivian Ensing visited her
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE SOCIETY
visitor Miss Lois De Wolfe of
aunts, Mrs. Pauline Bosch and!
Rochester, New York.
Jean Troost of Zeeland for a few
Storting tomorrow you can avoid thousands of uaelasa energySunday service, 10:30 A. M.
• • •
times as big as you might expect it to be. And the Dairy,
"GOD, THE PRESERV- days.
How? Come to an AAP Super Market where
Mn. Warren S. Merriam and ERSubject:
Baked Goods, and Fruit and VegetableDepartments are
The membership papers of Mrs.
OF MAN."
you It nnd 5 stores n one. AU the good things the better
Mlt. Hollis Baker are gone on a
loaded with the finest things you ever saw. But your greatest
Wednesday,Testimonial meeting. Henry Visser were sent to the
three- weeks trip east. They will
moat stores, groceries, fruit and vegetable shops, dairies and
Chr. Ref. church of Jamestown.
IMMANUEL CHURCH
thrill will be the bargain prices you'll see in every department.
visit the New York World’s fair
b»kenes sell are awaiting you at A&P Markets at breath-taking
Those who graduatedfrom the
(Meetings in the Armory.)
You
see, we buy direct from producers
we cut out every
and will also attend their class reeighth grade are Carolyn De Vries,
low pnees. We have a grocery department so big _ so
C. M. Beerthuis,Pastor.
unions at Wellesley college.
we
believe
raises prices
and
finally,we are
Marian
Roelofs,
Stanley
Veltema,
Sunday, 10:00 A. M. — Morning
enticing, with hundreds of varieties to choose from
you're
• • •
satisfied with a very small profit Come! Save time
save
Elmer Pohler, Lyle Eugene BrowService.
•pt to get loat in its spaciousness.Our Meat Department is 3
Mr. and Mra. Henry Overway of
er, Viola Locks, Edwin De Kleine,
11:30 A. M. — Bible School.
mooeJr
**« yourself from useless shopping around!
Cow- Wl by Grwf ASP Tm Co.
124 West 18th St and Mrs. J. H.
6:30 P. M. — Young People’s Metta Bernice Vennema and HarMeyer of 259 East 11th St have Fellowship.
old Van Overloop;the graduates
returned from Yakima, Washing7:30 P. M. — "Does Baptism from the Indian Creek school are
ton, where they visited Mrs. Ov- Take the Place of Circumcision?” Beatrice Zwiers, Alvin Veldhuis,
’s sister and Mrs. Meyer’s — Col. 2:11. Special music will be and Donald Ver Hage.
iter, Mrs. A. L. Merrit and furnished by a vocal trio composStudent Peter Y. De Young of
They traveled 6,000 miles ed of Misses Dorothy and Jean Calvin seminary conducted the serand were gone about a month. Nienhuis and Gordon VandenBrink. vices here Sunday while Rev. S.
They visited the Mormon taber- The orchestra will play preceding Vroon conducted the services in
nacle in Salt Lake City.
South Holland, Illinois.
and during the song service.
Tender Meaty Short Ribs
Shoulder Cuts
Mild Sugar Cured, Any She Place
e e a
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Van Ess
Tuesday. 7:30 P. M. — Young
Coach Joe Moran awarded let- People’s Bible Class.
ters to members of the high school
8:15 P. M. — Personal Workers’
tennis team as follows: Seniors— Class.
>
I
l>.
Harrison, Wilbur Stoltz,
Thursday,7:30 P. M. — Midweek
Nleusma, Arnold Schaap, Service.
1
i Kammeraad and George
Saturday,10:00 A. M. — ChilDalman; Juniors, Harold Allen, dren’s Bible Class. *
By CORA ANTHONY
Jack Berendse, Allen Van Huis,
Donald VanDuren,Clifford Onthank
Directorof A&P Kitchen
LEAN RIB END CUTS
LB.
and Donald DeFouw; sophomore,
Lowell DeWeerd.
HERRIES are the outstanding summer fruit now In market though
• • •
ncveral kinds of berriesand melons are
A. E. Lampen and C. C. Wood
also availableat reasonable prices.
BEEF
cho.£enc«hou^u,s
POM NOAST
18c
SMALL LEAN
were delegates of the Holland Ex- Honors To Be Given
All meats are reasonablebut lamb,
BOSTON BUTTS
OR STEAK
lb 17c.
HOCKLESS PICNICS SUGAR CURED
change dub at the 28th annual
which is high and scarce because of the
PRIME
RIB
ROAST
,,ANDED ,af
21c
LEAN
changing season. Neither old nor spring
convention held at Grand Rapids,
Friday
BACON SQUARES SUGAR CURED 2 lb- 25c
lamb Is availablein quantity to make an
LAKE
and John Van Huis and John Van
SIRLOIN
SKS'mdkS
lb 25c
Willis Nulsraer’s auto struck a
tree Sunday when he drove his car
toward the side of the road to avoid
hitting a truck, the lights of which
nr
blinded hhn, Mr. Nuismer stated.
Fonaral serviceswere held Sat- The accident happened near Ganurday for Irene Lillian Bnmink, ges Sunday. Harold Rosema, who
ace 12, daoghter of Mr. and Mrs. was ridinp with Nuismer at the
Steven Bnmink of Montello Park. time, receivedcuts about the head.
• • •
Death was due to SUphylococcus

evening. .....
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BOILING
BEEF
*

HO

SLAB

PORK STEAK
or

BACON

ROAST

10c

SUNDAY DINNER

15c

-

-

PORK LOIN ROAST

HOPE COLLEGE NEWS
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ROAST

Morning At

Dvka

were

alternates. Several
others from the local club also attended and some of the national

dub

officials from other states
were present The banquet was

averagesupply.
Chapel Exercises
Fish supplies, with the exception of
fillets,are generous and prices are low.
Eggs will continue plentifuland InexIt is customary that the last pensive so long as the weatherdoes not
impair productionor quality. Butter
chapel exercisesbefore exam week and cheese are abundant and Inexbe devoted to the distributionof pensive.
Salad greens are plentifuland reasonpr&es to the various individuals able as well as most of the vegetables
on the campus who have merited which are our year round standbys.

given Saturday night
• • *
The 106-foot U. S. Coast Guard
patrol boat Nansemond, has gone
to Chicago,taking three 26-foot
Low Coat Dinner
them. The prizes offered this year
pulling cuttersto be used by ChiBraised Rump of
Potatoes
cago sea scouts. The cutters were are as follows:
Cole Slaw with Tomato Sections
Bread and Butter
manufactured by the Campbell The George Berkhof, Jr., EngBanana Cream Pie
boat works at Virginia Park.
lish prize, offered to the junior who
Tea or
Milk
• • •
writes the best essay on Gilbert
Moderate
Coat
Dinner
Clarence Veltman, son of the
Chesterton.
Roast
Pan-browned Potatoes
Rev. and Mrs. D. Veltmsn of ths
Green Beans GrilledTomato Slices
The Mrs. Samuel Sloan Foreign
dty, has received a degree from
Bread and Butter
Washington university,St Louis, Missions prize offered to the stuCream Puffs with Chocolate Sauce
Milk
dent writing the best essay on the - Tea or

VerJ

M

Coffee

Beef

Coffee

BREAD SHOULD BE SERVED

topic determined by the Board of

Very Special Dinner

AT EVERY MEAL SAY FOOD

Missions of the Reformed Church.

JelliedMadrllene

EXPERTS OF

The Dan C. Steketee Bible prize
given to the winner of the senior

U. S.

GOVERNMENT

“For those who need plenty of Bible essay contest.
energy food, such as children in
The Junior Bible essay

Roast Chicken with Hominy Stuffing
Glazed Carrots Green Peas
Avocado Salad
Rolls and Butter
Vanilla Ice Cream with Raspberries

Wafers

prize, the

their teens, bread should be served

Coopersville Men’s Adult Bible
at every meal.”
class award given to the winner of
This advice is given in a recent
Issue of The Market Basket, a the Sophomore Bible essay contest.
bulletin prepared by the Bureau of
The Freshman Bible essay prize,
Home Economics of the United the A. A. Raven prize in oratory,
States Department of Agriculture.
Id discussing the dietary needs the Dr. J. Ackerman Coles prize
of children, this bulletin states in debate, the Adelaide prize in
that the child’sdaily food must oratory given to the winner of the
provide materials for building girls’ oratoricalcontest, the Almon

A GLEEFUL

Coffee

"KID’’

LAWN

TAKING A

BATH’’

The Woman’s Day magazine for
June ha? a summery background
all the way through. It pictures
the hot season of the year right
from the “goin”. A giggling happy boy in his bathing suit is taking a lawn bath, using a liberal
supply of water from the hose. A
strong bodies — muscle, blood,
T. Gfxifrey prize in chemistry, the "kidlike" expression of glee indisound bones and teeth. It must
cates that he likes it This picture
BUpply enough materials to take Gerrit H. Albers gold medal given embellishes the first page.
care of the vigorous activitythat to the outstanding all around girl
The eminent writer, Westbrook
Is normally expectedof healthy in the senior class.
Pegler, contributesan article,
children. And it must keep their
The Otto Vander Velde athletic “Woman’s Place in the Home.”
bodies in good running condition.
Margaret Fishback writes on "The
According to the Department of award given to the outstanding
working girl is here to stay” and
Nutrition of the American Insti- senior athlete.
tells the reason why. The world’s
tute of Baking, bread is our best
The Junior class athleticaward fair at New York, fully pictured,
and most economicalsource of
will be given to the athlete in the with maps and information, and
food-energy, the most immediate
how to budget a trip, including all
need of our body. White bread, junior class of the best all-around
expenses, transportations,amusemade with milk, likewise contains character and personality.
ments, hotels, meals, etc.
pod protein for muscle and tissue
The various awards of the "To a June Bride," by Della T.
building, and it supplies a fair
amount of the important food- W.A.A. given to those girls earn- Lutes is timely. The feeding of
a husband is fully told and also
Minarals, calcium and phosphorus, ing a desired number of points in
pictured."Sixteen" is an inwhich are needed for sound bones athleticparticipation.
teresting fiction contribution
and teeth.
There will also be awarded let-'

about

a sixteen

year

old

ters from various boys’ sports to Wisconsingirl. "Come in My KitMichigan Days
the men who have participatedthe chen” by Rose Wilder Lane, shows
a kitchen as fine as a parlor. Her
The “MichiganDays’’ campaign required number of hours in each cosy living rooms as well as loungto increase consumptionin Michi- sport
ing rooms are fully illustratedon
of home products through
The Anchor will present various two pages. "Fourth of July Pag— al distribution and buying has awards to members of its staff for eant,” "Spoil Your Baby,” "Hollyt virtue of being highly practical,
wood in Review,” “Summer Wardlau distributionof Michigan outstanding service for different robe for Ten Dollars,”"Hip Reduc-••“ts inside the State, and Mich- years.
tion,” “Patterns for Cotton Dress• • •
urchase and use of the outes,” "Blanket-Making,” “June MenMichiganfields, farms and
us,” ‘The Bride’s Primer,” several
— mean home developed and
pages filled with recipes and pic^maintained security and prostured dishes, “Six Beat Hamburger
English
Recipe*,” also pictured by writers
who know, are fully given in Wo, buying MichiAfter being formally initiated man’s Day magazine for June.
other Michigan
______ J them, mean scores into the English Major’s club last
“Attractive Meals for Early
of dollars for the farmWednesday night, Junior English Summer Days,” with twenty-one
scores of millions in
menus, is also given. The regular
enthusiasts elected new officers to
. for the workers,and still
feature of “Just Between Neighacorea of millions in head the group next year. Rose bors” comes in for the usual conI for the consumerswho
en- Teninga was chosen to succeed tribution.
ad vantage of moderate
The magazine dose* with “I
Loraine Pomp as president of the
ule possibleby low tranaHave a Neighbor,” by Eleanor Hunorganization,while Bernice Freligh
ter, and “How Old is Too Old?” by
will fill the office of vice-president.Maud Sherwood.
i Idea behind'
i Days”
! this State
Don Sagers will hold the bag and
The magazine fer June is indeed
masters
their*livM write the minutes. Preceding the interesting.
^*\ !» • • •
election,Don Sagers presented a
The regular issue of the Woman's
0 them, and so build- program representative of Junior
Day, a monthly publication cpo»>
the founds- talent in creative writing. A poetic
sored by the Atlantic 4 Pacific
strain Was giyen by Rose Teninga, Tea Co., It now available and copwho read an original poem on war. lea can be secured at 2c each at
true
Don Sagers put on his best fem- any Holland, Ottawa, or Allegan

Teninga To Head
Majors
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inine air to play the parte of

county A4P. food ctorea. Aik

for. your

STEAK

GROUND BEEF ',E!H CH0"ED 2 lb* 25c
PORK CHOPS CH0ICE E£AN CENTt' cun lb 21c
PORK

CHOPS

lb 16c

F',S,CU’J

2
2
2

SLICED BACON
SLICED OR
IY THE PIECE

LUNCHEON MEAT

GRADE NO.

LONG BOLOGNA

I

^

TROUT

CHICKENS

23c

lb*- 25c

ROCK BROILERS

WHITEFISH

25c

FOWL

FIISSH DRESSE0Y0UN*
2

FRESH DRESSED
TO UR. AVERAGE

fresh caught

Made

Michigan Products— Michigan

LB.

Yellow Ripe

SILVERBROOK BUTTER
FRESH ECGS ,H CA,,0H 17c
LILY WHITE
lb* 69c
NAVY
5Jkb*M7c
CORN FLAKES mi06M
17c
GERBER’S "" fooos
20c

FLOUR

BEANS

2
3

SOFT TWIST
GRAHAM CRACKERS

COOKIES

VELTMAN’S

VELVET
KIEFFER

GRAHAM

‘

'ASTI>T,L0UI1

PEARS

KELLOGG’S

5

lb.

2

FLOUR

U'
10c

23c

5^’

19c
15c

BEET

SUGAR

TUNA

FISH,

SULTANA

IONA FLOUR

2te21c

IONA PEACHES

15c
2Jb-i" 25c
4 "" 25c
2 '*'«• 25c

GRAPEFRUIT JUICE

2t£25c

PEAS,

,b-

TOMATOES

PINK

b*’49c

BOTTLES

LB.

^

21c
21c
3 <** 10c
4 '•* 22c
Mb. cn Jc

2

SERVICE

for

AVERAGE

13c
25c
59c

5 bchs. Jc

hot house

2 lbs

STRAWBERRIES Michigan grown

25c

quart 10c

head

LUX FUkKES.sMAua/uJOc
LUX

0R lifebuoy

CAKES

3
4

10c
19c
4 "* 25c
l0Wb h*9

LARGE

aarsoAP

BARS

V.,

$1.45

,#Wkk-S1.96

10

DREFT

,0Wkb**$1.19

SMALL
..-v

TALL

AMERICAN

CANS

FAMILY,

St

13c
..

.

v

FLAKES

SOAP

W| CASH WPA CHECKS

SELF

5-LB.

2

36.

GOLD DUST

Comer River Ave. & Tenth St.— Holland
,

TOMATOES

1

BAG

ANN

16%

b. 19c

17C

PAGE

MASH

2

2

I

HEAD LETTUCE
3

10c

HOT HOUSE
LONG GREEN

RADISHES

2

II*

CUCUMBERS

BUNS2

|

3

PECK

26-11.

<•"

25c

California Whites

WATERMELONS

DAIRY FEED,

SALMON

U. S. No.

19c

doz.

POTATOES

SALT ^

POTTED MEAT
NORTHERN TISSUE
SCOT TISSUE
SCRATCH FEED
LAYING

RED RIPE

JUMBO

SALAD DRESSING
ANN PAGE KETCHUP
STORE CHEESE
PURE PRESERVES

TOMATOES

18c
7c
WYANDOTTE CLSAN5“ 4 “« 17c
HAMBURG
10c
POST TOASTIES
17c

SPARKLE DESSERT
WHITEH0U8E MILK
ANN PACE BEANS

24%

lb

MILK

2

2

10

HOME GROWN

SPINACH

CANTALOUPES

EAGLE BRAND
MORTON’S

SWANSDOWN FLOUR
PEANUT BUTTER

35c
25c
Ibi 40c

10c

6

WHITE SILVEASKIN

LEMONS

04m
3 LOAVES 40C

2
39c
2Jbc*"47c
'•«

do1

'Z

ONIONS

24-OZ.

O’CLOCK COFFEE
£

w

29c
25c
10c
41c

DOUGHNUTS

CLEANSER

BOKAR COFFEE
MAXWELL HOUSE
RED SALMON

4
3

YUKON CINCERALE
SURE GOOD OLEO
HUSKIES
INSTANT POSTUM

BREAD
19c

ALL-BRAN

ROMAN
8

2Jb b“

25c

lb.

LARGE

'lut.

LARGE

CAKES
ORDERS

SUPERMARKETS
TTTTrr*TTrVYT
ml

